Carahsoft Rider to Application Security End User License Agreements
(for U.S. Government End Users)

1. **Scope.** This Carahsoft Rider and the FireEye, Inc. (‘Manufacturer’) terms and conditions for the purchase of products and services and software license agreements (collectively the “Agreements”) establish the terms and conditions enabling Carahsoft to provide Software and Services to U.S. Government agencies (the "Client" or “Licensee”).

2. **Applicability.** The terms and conditions in the attached Manufacturer Agreement (http://www.fireeye.com/website/termsofuse.html) are hereby incorporated by reference to the extent that they are consistent with Federal Law (e.g., the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C. § 1341(a)(1)(B)), the Contracts Disputes Act of 1978 (41. U.S.C. § 601-613), the Prompt Payment Act, the Anti-Assignment statutes (31 U.S.C. § 3727 and 41 § U.S.C. 15), 28 U.S.C. § 516 (Conduct of Litigation Reserved to Department of Justice (DOJ), and 28 U.S.C. § 1498 (Patent and copyright cases)). To the extent the terms and conditions in the Manufacturer's Agreement are inconsistent with the Federal Law (See FAR 12.212(a)), they shall be deemed deleted and unenforceable under any resultant orders under Carahsoft’s contract #GS-35F-0119Y, including, but not limited to the following:

(a) **Contracting Parties.** The Government customer (Licensee) is the “Ordering Activity”, “defined as an entity authorized to order under GSA contracts as set forth in GSA ORDER 4800.2G ADM, as may be revised from time to time. The Licensee cannot be an individual because any implication of individual licensing triggers the requirements for legal review by Federal Employee unions. Conversely, because of competition rules, the contractor must be defined as a single entity even if the contractor is part of a corporate group. The Government cannot contract with the group, or in the alternative with a set of contracting parties.

(b) **Changes to Work and Delays.** Subject to GSAR Clause 552.243-72, Modifications (Federal Supply Schedule) (July 2000) (Deviation I 2010) (AUG 1987), and 52.212-4 (f) Excusable delays. (JUN 2010) regarding which the GSAR and the FAR provisions shall take precedence.

(c) **Contract Formation.** Subject to FAR Sections 1.601(a) and 43.102, the Government Order must be signed by a duly warranted contracting officer, in writing. The same requirement applies to contract modifications affecting the rights of the parties. All terms and conditions intended to bind the Government must be included within the contract signed by the Government.

(d) **Audit.** During the term of this Agreement: (a) If Ordering Activity's security requirements included in the Order are met, Manufacturer or its designated agent may audit Ordering Activity's facilities and records to verify Ordering Activity's compliance with this Agreement. Any such audit will take place only during Ordering Activity's normal business hours contingent upon prior written notice and adherence to any security measures the Ordering Activity deems appropriate, including any requirements for personnel to be cleared prior to accessing sensitive facilities. Carahsoft on behalf of the Manufacturer will give Ordering Activity written notice of any non-compliance, including the number of underreported Units of Software or Services (“Notice”); or (b)
If Ordering Activity’s security requirements are not met and upon Manufacturer's request, Ordering Activity will run a self-assessment with tools provided by and at the direction of Manufacturer ("Self-Assessment") to verify Ordering Activity's compliance with this Agreement.

(e) **Termination.** Clauses in the Manufacturer Agreement referencing termination or cancellation the Manufacturer’s Agreement are hereby deemed to be deleted. Termination shall be governed by the FAR 52.212-4 and the Contract Disputes Act, 41 U.S.C. §§ 601-613, subject to the following exceptions:

Carahsoft may request cancellation or termination of the License Agreement on behalf of the Manufacturer if such remedy is granted to it after conclusion of the Contracts Disputes Act dispute resolutions process referenced in Section Q below or if such remedy is otherwise ordered by a United States Federal Court. The Agreement will terminate automatically if Ordering Activity fails to comply with the scope of license grant in the Agreement.

(f) **Consent to Government Law / Consent to Jurisdiction.** Subject to the Contracts Disputes Act of 1978 (41. U.S.C §§ 7101-7109) and Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. §1346(b)). The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Rider will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the United States. In the event the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA) or any similar federal laws or regulations are enacted, to the extent allowed by law, it will not apply to this Agreement, and the governing law will remain as if such law or regulation had not been enacted. All clauses in the Manufacturer Agreement referencing equitable remedies are deemed not applicable to the Government order and are therefore deemed to be deleted.

(g) **Force Majeure.** Subject to FAR 52.212 -4 (f) Excusable delays. (JUN 2010). Unilateral Termination by the Contractor does not apply to a Government order and all clauses in the Manufacturer Agreement referencing unilateral termination rights of the Manufacturer are hereby deemed to be deleted.

(h) **Assignment.** All clauses regarding Assignment are subject to FAR Clause 52.232-23, Assignment of Claims (JAN 1986) and FAR 42.12 Novation and Change-of-Name Agreements, and all clauses governing Assignment in the Manufacturer Agreement are hereby deemed to be deleted.

(i) **Waiver of Jury Trial.** All clauses referencing waiver of Jury Trial are subject to FAR Clause 52.233-1, Disputes (JUL. 2002), and all clauses governing waiver of jury trial in the Manufacturer Agreement are hereby deemed to be deleted.

(j) **Customer Indemnities.** All Manufacturer Agreement clauses referencing Customer Indemnities are hereby deemed to be deleted.

(k) **Contractor Indemnities.** All Manufacturer Agreement clauses that (1) violate DOJ’s right (28 U.S.C. 516) to represent the Government in any case and/or (2) require that the Government give sole control over the litigation and/or settlement, are hereby deemed to be deleted.

(l) **Renewals.** All Manufacturer Agreement clauses that violate the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C. 1341, 41 U.S.C. 11) ban on automatic renewal are hereby deemed to be deleted.
(m) **Future Fees or Penalties.** All Manufacturer Agreement clauses that violate the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C. 1341, 41 U.S.C. 11), which prohibits the Government from paying any fees or penalties beyond the Contract amount, unless specifically authorized by existing statutes, such as the Prompt Payment Act, or Equal Access To Justice Act 31 U.S.C. 3901, 5 U.S.C. 504 are hereby deemed to be deleted.

(n) **Taxes.** Taxes are subject to FAR 52.212-4(k), which provides that the contract price includes all federal, state, local taxes and duties.

(o) **Third Party Terms.** Subject to the actual language agreed to in the Order by the Contracting Officer. Any third party manufacturer will be brought into the negotiation, or the components acquired separately under Federally-compatible agreements, if any. Contractor indemnities do not constitute effective migration.

(p) **Installation and Use of the Software.** Installation and use of the software shall be in accordance with the Rider and Manufacturer Agreement, unless an Ordering Activity determines that it requires different terms of use and Manufacturer agrees in writing to such terms in a valid task order placed pursuant to the Government contract.

(q) **Dispute Resolution and Venue.** Any disputes relating to the Manufacturer Agreement and to this Rider shall be resolved in accordance with the FAR, and the Contract Disputes Act, 41 U.S.C. §§ 7101-7109. The Ordering Activity expressly acknowledges that Carahsoft, on behalf of the Manufacturer, shall have standing to bring such claim under the Contract Disputes Act.

(r) **Limitation of Liability: Subject to the following:**

   Carahsoft, Manufacturer and Ordering Activity shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, or consequential damages, or any loss of profits, revenue, data, or data use. Further, Carahsoft, Manufacturer and Ordering Activity shall not be liable for punitive damages except to the extent this limitation is prohibited by applicable law. This clause shall not impair the U.S. Government’s right to recover for fraud or crimes arising out of or related to this Government Contract under any federal fraud statute, including the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733.

(s) **Advertisements and Endorsements.** Unless specifically authorized by an Ordering Activity in writing, such use of the name or logo of any U.S. Government entity is prohibited.

(t) **Public Access to Information.** Manufacturer agrees that the Agreement and this Rider contain no confidential or proprietary information and acknowledges the Agreement and this Rider will be available to the public.

(u) **Confidentiality.** Any provisions that require the Licensee to keep certain information confidential are subject to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §552, and any order by a United States Federal Court.
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These terms and conditions (the “Agreement”) govern the purchase and use of FireEye Offerings by the Customer listed on the Order or Statement of Work that incorporates this Agreement.

Structure and Order of Precedence. This Agreement provides the general terms under which the Customer may use FireEye’s various Offerings. The explicit rights for the Customer to use and receive Products, Support Services or Subscriptions or otherwise engage with specific FireEye Offerings are set forth in the applicable Exhibit. In the event of conflict between any of the terms in this Agreement and an Exhibit, the Exhibit shall govern.

FireEye Offerings. In addition to the rights and obligations set forth in this Agreement, when purchased by the Customer, the Customer shall have the rights, subject to the terms in each exhibit, as those set forth in the Exhibits to this Agreement that are applicable to each Offering (collectively the “Exhibit(s)”).

If you have arrived at this page via a link provided during the process of installing your FireEye Product, you acknowledge that by proceeding with the installation of that Product, you agree to be bound by this Agreement as it applies to Products. If this Agreement is considered an offer, acceptance is expressly limited to the terms of this Agreement. If you do not unconditionally agree to the foregoing, discontinue the installation process. If you proceed with installation, you are representing and warranting that you are authorized to bind the Customer.

GENERAL TERMS APPLICABLE TO ALL FIREYE OFFERINGS

1. DEFINITIONS.
   1.1 “Content Feed” means all intelligence and content feeds associated with Products, which may consist of inbound and outbound feeds that are part of FireEye’s Dynamic Threat Intelligence (DTI) Cloud, downloads of Indicators for use with Products, and/or intelligence provided as part of the Advanced Threat Intelligence (ATI) Subscription.
   1.2 “Deliverables” means the written reports that are created specifically for Customer as a result of the Professional Services provided hereunder.
   1.3 “Documentation” means the user manuals generally provided in writing by FireEye to end users of the Products and Subscriptions in electronic format, as amended from time to time by FireEye.
1.4 “FireEye” means (i) FireEye, Inc., a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business at 1440 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA, 95035 with respect to Offerings that are shipped to, deployed or rendered inside of North America (including the United States, Mexico, Canada and the Caribbean), Central America and South America (collectively, the “Americas”); or (ii) with respect to all Offerings that are shipped to, deployed or rendered outside of the Americas, FireEye Ireland Limited, a company incorporated under the laws of Ireland with principal place of business at 2 Park Place, City Gate Park, Mahon, Cork, Ireland.

1.5 “FireEye Materials” means all FireEye proprietary materials, Deliverables, intellectual property related to Products or Subscriptions, (such as all rights in any software incorporated into a Product or Subscription, copyrights, and patent, trade secret and trademark rights related to Products, and screens associated with Products or Subscriptions), Documentation, any hardware and/or software used by FireEye in performing Services or providing Subscriptions, Content Feeds, FireEye’s processes and methods (including any forensic investigation processes and methods), Indicators of Compromise, materials distributed by FireEye during Training, and any FireEye templates and/or forms, including report and presentation templates and forms. FireEye Materials does not include Third Party Materials.

1.6 “Indicators of Compromise” or “Indicators” means specifications of anomalies, configurations, or other conditions that FireEye is capable of identifying within an information technology infrastructure, used by FireEye in performing Professional Services and providing Subscriptions.

1.7 “Intellectual Property Rights” means copyrights (including, without limitation, the exclusive right to use, reproduce, modify, distribute, publicly display and publicly perform the copyrighted work), trademark rights (including, without limitation, trade names, trademarks, service marks, and trade dress), patent rights (including, without limitation, the exclusive right to make, use and sell), trade secrets, moral rights, right of publicity, authors’ rights, contract and licensing rights, goodwill and all other intellectual property rights as may exist now and/or hereafter come into existence and all renewals and extensions thereof, regardless of whether such rights arise under the law of the United States or any other state, country or jurisdiction.

1.8 “Offerings” means, collectively, Products, Subscriptions, Training, Professional Services and Support Services.

1.9 “Order” means a written purchase order or similar ordering document, signed or submitted to FireEye by Customer and approved by FireEye, under which Customer agrees to purchase Offerings.

1.10 “Products” means the FireEye hardware appliances as described in Exhibit A to this Agreement, which may include embedded software or firmware components.

1.11 “Professional Services” means, collectively, those security consulting services provided by FireEye under a Statement of Work and/or set forth on an Order, which may consist of Product-related services such as deployment, configuration or installation services; proactive security consulting such as penetration testing, vulnerability assessments or compromise assessments; or incident response or other remediative services.

1.12 “Service” or “Services” means the Professional Services, Support Services and Training.

1.13 “Statement of Work” or “SOW” means a mutually agreed-upon document between FireEye and Customer, describing Professional Services, rates and timelines (if applicable) for those Professional Services, and incorporating this Agreement.

1.14 “Subscription” means a service provided by FireEye for a fixed term, under which FireEye provides access to certain features, functionality, and/or information, as described in the applicable Exhibit for each Subscription attached to this Agreement.

1.15 “Support Services” means the Product support and maintenance services provided by FireEye with respect to each Product, and that are described in the applicable Exhibit for each Product attached to this Agreement.

1.16 “Third Party Materials” means software or other components that are licensed to FireEye by third parties for use in FireEye’s Offerings.

1.17 “Training” means training in the use of Products, or on security-related topics in general, provided by FireEye.

2. ORDERS AND STATEMENTS OF WORK.

2.1 Orders. Customer may purchase Offerings by submitting an Order. If accepted by FireEye, the “Order Effective Date” will be the date of the Order. All Orders will be governed by this Agreement. For clarity, FireEye will not be obligated to ship any Product, or provide any Services, Training or Subscriptions until Customer has issued a valid Order for those Offerings.

2.2 Statements of Work. Each Statement of Work will incorporate and be governed by this Agreement. The “Statement of Work Effective Date” will be the date both Customer and FireEye have agreed to the Statement of Work, either by executing the Statement of Work or by issuing and accepting an Order for the Professional Services
described on the Statement of Work. For clarity, FireEye will not be obligated to perform any Professional Services until a SOW describing those Professional Services has been agreed by both parties or an Order listing those Professional Services has been accepted by FireEye.

3. **PAYMENT.** Customer agrees to purchase the Offerings for the prices set forth in each Order and/or Statement of Work, as applicable (“Fees”). If Customer purchases through a FireEye partner (such as an authorized reseller or distributor, collectively, “FireEye Partners”), all fees and other procurement and delivery terms shall be agreed between Customer and the applicable partner. If Customer purchases directly from FireEye, Customer will make full payment in the currency specified in FireEye’s invoice, without set-off and in immediately available funds, within thirty (30) days of the date of each invoice. All Fees are non-cancelable and non-refundable. All Fees described on an Order will be fully invoiced in advance, unless otherwise agreed by FireEye. Unless otherwise specified in a Statement of Work, all Fees related to Professional Services will be invoiced fully in advance. Customer shall reimburse FireEye for any and all expenses incurred so long as such expenses are directly attributable to the Services or Subscriptions performed for or provided to Customer. FireEye will provide appropriate vouching documentation for all expenses exceeding $25. If any payment is more than fifteen (15) days late, FireEye may, without limiting any remedies available to FireEye, terminate the applicable Order or Statement of Work or suspend performance until payment is made current. Customer will pay interest on all delinquent amounts at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by applicable law. All Fees are exclusive of all present and future sales, use, excise, value added, goods and services, withholding and other taxes, and all customs duties and tariffs now or hereafter claimed or imposed by any governmental authority upon the Offerings which shall be invoiced to and paid by the Customer. If Customer is required by law to make any deduction or withholding on any payments due to FireEye, Customer will notify FireEye and will pay FireEye any additional amounts necessary to ensure that the net amount FireEye receives, after any deduction or withholding, equals the amount FireEye would have received if no deduction or withholding had been required. Additionally, Customer will provide to FireEye evidence, to the reasonable satisfaction of FireEye, showing that the withheld or deducted amounts have been paid to the relevant governmental authority. For purposes of calculating sales and similar taxes, FireEye will use the address set forth on the Order or Statement of Work, as applicable, as the jurisdiction to which Offerings and shipments are delivered unless Customer has otherwise notified FireEye in writing as of the Order Effective Date or Statement of Work Effective Date, as applicable. Customer will provide tax exemption certificates or direct-pay letters to FireEye on or before the Order Effective Date or Statement of Work Effective Date, as applicable. FireEye reserves the right to increase Fees at any time, although increases in Fees for Subscriptions or Support Services will not go into effect until the next Renewal Subscription Term or Renewal Support Term, as applicable.

4. **TITLE AND RISK OF LOSS; INSPECTION.** All hardware, including Products and any hardware provided for use with Subscriptions and/or Services, is shipped FOB Origin from FireEye’s designated manufacturing facility or point of origin, and title to such hardware and the risk of loss of or damage to the hardware shall pass to Customer at time of FireEye’s delivery of such hardware to the carrier. FireEye is authorized to designate a carrier pursuant to FireEye’s standard shipping practices unless otherwise specified in writing by Customer. Customer must provide written notice to FireEye within five (5) days of delivery of the Products of any non-conformity with the Order, e.g., delivery of the wrong Product or incorrect quantities.

5. **TERMS APPLICABLE TO OFFERINGS.**

5.1. **Products and Support Services.** Customer’s purchase and use of each Product and Support Services for each Product will be subject to the licenses and terms specific to each Product set forth in Exhibit A.

5.2. **Subscriptions.** Customer’s purchase of and access to each Subscription will be subject to the terms specific to each Subscription set forth in Exhibit B.

5.3. **Training.** Customer’s purchase of Training will be subject to the terms in this Section 5.3. Training delivery dates and location for such Training will be mutually agreed upon by the parties. If an Order does not specify such dates and/or locations, then the parties will mutually agree upon the dates and locations for Training. Customer must request rescheduling of Training no less than two (2) weeks in advance of the scheduled start date. FireEye will use reasonable efforts to reschedule the Training, subject to availability, and Customer will pay any expenses associated with the rescheduling, including any expenses associated with cancelling or changing travel plans. If Customer cancels attendance at a public Training class, Customer must notify FireEye no later than two (2) business days before the date of the Training class. If Customer timely notifies FireEye of the cancellation, FireEye will issue Customer a credit for the amount paid for that public Training class, which Customer may apply toward another public Training class held within one (1) year of the date of the Order on which the cancelled
Training class was included. Customer may substitute a named attendee at a public Training class, but Customer will notify FireEye in advance of any such substitution. FireEye reserves the right to refuse admittance to public Training classes to any person, for any reason, and if FireEye refuses admittance, FireEye will refund the amount paid for that person’s attendance at the public Training class. FireEye does not refund or credit Fees paid for attendees who do not attend Training classes or who leave before a Training class concludes. If Customer purchases a block of Training hours (for example, 10 hours of Training), then Customer must use those hours within one (1) year of the effective date of the applicable Order. All Training must be scheduled and conducted within one (1) year of the date of the applicable Order for that Training.

5.4. Professional Services.

5.4.1. Deliverables. Subject to Customer’s timely payment of applicable fees, and subject to this Agreement and each applicable SOW, Customer shall have a perpetual, non-exclusive, non-transferable, right and license to use, display and reproduce the Deliverables for its internal business purposes. Deliverables may not be shared with any third party other than law enforcement agencies. In no event may Deliverables be used for sales or marketing activities.

5.4.2. Customer-Owned Property. Customer will be and remain, at all times, the sole and exclusive owner of the Customer-Owned Property (including, without limitation, any modification, compilation, derivative work of, and all intellectual property and proprietary rights contained in or pertaining thereto). FireEye will promptly return to Customer all Customer-Owned Property upon the termination or expiration of the applicable Statement of Work or Order, or sooner at Customer’s request. “Customer-Owned Property” means any technology, software, algorithms, formulas, techniques or know-how and other tangible and intangible items that were owned by Customer, or developed by or for Customer prior to the SOW Effective Date that are provided by Customer to FireEye for incorporation into or used in connection with the development of the Deliverables or performance of Professional Services.

5.4.3. Customer Responsibilities. If the Services or Subscriptions require the installation and use of FireEye equipment or software, Customer will facilitate the installation and shall provide physical space, electrical power, Internet connectivity and physical access as reasonably determined and communicated by FireEye.

5.4.4. Additional Assumptions. (a) Estimated Fees for Professional Services do not include any hardware, software, licensing, maintenance or support costs of any FireEye or other third-party product or service suggested by FireEye in the course of performing Professional Services; (b) when FireEye’s personnel are performing Professional Services on site at Customer’s premises, Customer will allocate appropriate working space and physical access for all FireEye personnel; (c) Customer will make available key individuals within the security program that can best help plan and coordinate activities described in the SOW; (d) either party may elect to submit written change requests to the other party proposing changes to the Statement of Work. All changes to the requirements and Statement of Work will be made using agreed-to project change control procedures.

5.5. Evaluations. If Customer receives a Product or Subscription for evaluation purposes (“Evaluation Offerings”) then Customer may use the Evaluation Offerings for its own internal evaluation purposes for a period of up to thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of the Evaluation Offerings (the “Evaluation Period”). Customer and FireEye may, upon mutual written agreement (including via email), extend the Evaluation Period. If the Evaluation Offering includes hardware components, Customer will return the hardware within ten (10) days of the end of the Evaluation Period, and if Customer does not return the hardware within this period, Customer shall be invoiced for the then-current list price for the applicable Evaluation Offering. Customer acknowledges that title to hardware components of Evaluation Offerings remains with FireEye at all times, and that Evaluation Offerings may be used and/or refurbished units. If the Evaluation Offering does not include hardware components, Evaluator must delete all software and other components (including Documentation) related to the Evaluation Offering at the end of the Evaluation Period, and confirm those deletions in writing to FireEye, or the Evaluator shall be invoiced for the then-current list price for the Evaluation Offering. If the Evaluation Offering is a Subscription, Evaluator understands that FireEye may disable access to the Subscription automatically at the end of the Evaluation Period, without notice to Evaluator. EVALUATION OFFERINGS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS”, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, FIREEYE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES RELATING TO THE EVALUATION OFFERINGS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

will not (and will not allow any third party to): (i) disassemble, decompile, reverse compile, reverse engineer or attempt to discover any source code or underlying ideas or algorithms of any FireEye Materials (except to the limited extent that applicable law prohibits reverse engineering restrictions); (ii) sell, resell, distribute, sublicense or otherwise transfer, the FireEye Materials, or make the functionality of the FireEye Materials available to any other party through any means (unless otherwise FireEye has provided prior written consent), (iii) without the express prior written consent of FireEye, conduct any benchmarking or comparative study or analysis involving the FireEye Materials (“Benchmarking”) for any reason or purpose except, to the limited extent absolutely necessary, to determine the suitability of Products or Subscriptions to interoperate with Customer’s internal computer systems; (iv) disclose or publish to any third party any Benchmarking or any other information related thereto; (v) use the FireEye Materials or any Benchmarking in connection with the development of products, services or subscriptions that compete with the FireEye Materials; or (vi) reproduce, alter, modify or create derivatives of the FireEye Materials. Between Customer and FireEye, FireEye shall retain all rights and title in and to any Indicators of Compromise FireEye developed by or for FireEye in the course of providing Subscriptions or performing Services.

6.2. Third Party Materials. Customer acknowledges that Products and Subscriptions may include Third Party Materials. FireEye represents that these Third Party Materials will not diminish the license rights provided herein or limit Customer’s ability to use the Products and Subscriptions in accordance with the applicable Documentation, and neither the inclusion of Third Party Materials in any Product or Subscription or use of Third Party Materials in performance of Services will create any obligation on the part of Customer to license Customer’s software or products under any open source or similar license.

7. WARRANTIES.

7.1. Product Warranty. FireEye warrants to Customer that during the one (1) year period following the shipment of the Products, the Products will perform substantially in accordance with the applicable Documentation. The warranty stated in this Section 7.1 shall not apply if the Product has: (i) been subjected to abuse, misuse, neglect, negligence, accident, improper testing, improper installation, improper storage, improper handling or use contrary to any instructions issued by FireEye; (ii) been repaired or altered by persons other than FireEye; (iii) not been installed, operated, repaired and maintained in accordance with the Documentation; or (iv) been used with any third party software or hardware which has not been previously approved in writing by FireEye. If during the one-year Product warranty period: (a) FireEye is notified promptly in writing upon discovery of any error in a Product, including a detailed description of such alleged error; (b) such Product is returned, transportation charges prepaid, to FireEye’s designated manufacturing facility in accordance with FireEye’s then-current return procedures, as set forth by FireEye from time to time; and (c) FireEye’s inspections and tests determine that the Product contains errors and has not been subjected to any of the conditions set forth in 7.1(i)-(iv) above, then, as Customer’s sole remedy and FireEye’s sole obligation under the foregoing warranty, FireEye shall, at FireEye’s option, repair or replace without charge such Product. Any Product that has either been repaired or replaced under this warranty shall have warranty coverage for the remaining warranty period. Replacement parts used in the repair of a Product may be new or equivalent to new.

7.2. Services Warranty. FireEye warrants to Customer that Services will be performed in a professional manner in accordance with industry standards for like services. If Customer believes the warranty stated in this Section has been breached, Customer must notify FireEye of the breach no later than thirty (30) days following the date the Services were performed, and FireEye will promptly correct or re-perform the Services, at FireEye’s expense.

7.3. Subscription Warranty. FireEye warrants to Customer the Subscriptions will be provided in a professional manner in accordance with industry standards for similar subscriptions. If Customer believes the warranty stated in this Section has been breached, Customer must notify FireEye of the breach no later than thirty (30) days following the date the warranty was allegedly breached, and FireEye will promptly correct the non-conformity, at FireEye’s expense.

7.4. Remedies Exclusive. Except for any Service Level Credits described in Exhibit B, the remedies stated in Sections 7.1-7.3 above are the sole remedies, and FireEye’s sole obligation, with respect to Products, Subscriptions and Services that fail to comply with the foregoing warranties.

7.5. Disclaimer of Warranties. EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES SET FORTH HEREIN, ALL PRODUCTS, SUBSCRIPTIONS, FIREEYE MATERIALS, DELIVERABLES AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY WHATSOEVER. FIREEYE AND ITS SUPPLIERS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED AND STATUTORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR ARISING FROM COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, DEALING,
8. **INFRINGEMENT INDEMNITY.**

8.1. FireEye shall defend Customer, and its officers, directors and employees, against any third party action alleging that the FireEye Materials infringes a valid U.S. patent or copyright issued as of the date of delivery or performance, as applicable, and FireEye shall pay all settlements entered into, and all final judgments and costs (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) finally awarded against such party in connection with such action. If the FireEye Materials, or parts thereof, become, or in FireEye’s opinion may become, the subject of an infringement claim, FireEye may, at its option: (i) procure for Customer the right to continue using the applicable FireEye Materials; (ii) modify or replace such FireEye Materials with a substantially equivalent non-infringing FireEye Materials; or (iii) require the return of such FireEye Materials or cease providing affected Product, Subscriptions, Deliverables or Services, and refund to Customer, with respect to Products, a pro-rata portion of the purchase price of such Products based on a three-year straight line amortization of the purchase price, and with respect to Subscriptions, a portion of any pre-paid Fees for such Subscriptions, pro rated for any unused Subscription Term, and with respect to Services, any pre-paid Fees for Services that have not been delivered. THIS SECTION 8.1 STATES THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF FIREEYE AND CUSTOMER’S SOLE REMEDY WITH RESPECT TO ANY INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS BY THE OFFERINGS, FIREEYE MATERIALS, OR DELIVERABLES.

8.2. FireEye shall have no indemnification obligations with respect to any action arising out of: (i) the use of any Product, Subscription, Deliverable, or Service, or any part thereof, in combination with software or other products not supplied by FireEye; (ii) any modification of the Products, Subscriptions, Deliverables, or Services not performed or expressly authorized by FireEye; or (iii) the use of any of the Products, Subscriptions, Deliverables, or Services other than in accordance with this Agreement and applicable Documentation.

8.3. The indemnification obligations shall be subject to Customer: (i) notifying FireEye within ten (10) days of receiving notice of any threat or claim in writing of such action; (ii) giving FireEye exclusive control and authority over the defense or settlement of such action; (iii) not entering into any settlement or compromise of any such action without FireEye’s prior written consent; and (iv) providing reasonable assistance requested by FireEye.

9. **LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.**

9.1. **Consequential Damages Waiver.** Except for liability arising under a breach of any intellectual property right of FireEye, or the indemnification obligations set forth in Section 8 (INFRINGEMENT INDEMNITY), IN NO EVENT WILL FIREEYE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY LOST PROFITS AND LOST SAVINGS, HOWEVER CAUSED, WHETHER FOR BREACH OR REPUDIATION OF CONTRACT, TORT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHERWISE, WHETHER OR NOT FIREEYE WAS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGES.

9.2. **Limitation of Monetary Damages.** Except for liability arising under a breach of any intellectual property right of FireEye, payment obligations of Customer, and the indemnification obligations set forth in Section 8 (INFRINGEMENT INDEMNITY), AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY ORDER OR STATEMENT OF WORK, FIREEYE’S TOTAL LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE OFFERINGS, THE FIREEYE IP AND DELIVERABLES SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE TOTAL AMOUNTS RECEIVED BY FIREEYE FOR THE RELEVANT OFFERINGS DURING THE TWELVE (12) MONTHS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF THE EVENTS GIVING RISE TO SUCH LIABILITY.

9.3. **Applicability.** The limitations and exclusions contained herein will apply only to the maximum extent permissible under applicable law, and nothing herein purports to limit either party’s liability in a manner that would be unenforceable or void as against public policy in the applicable jurisdiction.

9.4 **SAFETY Act.** FireEye and Customer hereby mutually waive and release each other from any and all liabilities relating to any claims for losses or damages of any kind (including, but not limited to, business interruption losses) arising out of an Act of Terrorism as defined by the Support Anti-Terrorism By Fostering Effective Technologies Act of 2002 (“SAFETY Act”) (6 U.S.C. §§ 441-444). FireEye and Customer further agree to
be solely responsible to the full extent of any and all losses they may sustain, or for any and all losses their respective employees, officers, or agents may sustain, resulting from an Act of Terrorism as defined by 6 U.S.C. §§ 441-444 when FireEye’s Multi-Vector Virtual Execution Engine and any subscriptions, cloud services platform or associated services (the “Qualified Anti-Terrorism Technology”) are utilized in defense against, response to, or recovery from an Act of Terrorism.


10.1. Export Control. Each party represents and warrants that it shall comply with all laws and regulations applicable to it with respect to the Offerings. Customer further acknowledges and agrees that the Products and FireEye Materials may be subject to restrictions and controls imposed by the United States Export Administration Act, the regulations thereunder, as well as European Union (“EU”) or National export control laws and obligations and similar laws in other jurisdictions. Customer agrees to comply with all applicable export and re-export control laws and regulations, including the Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) maintained by the U.S. Department of Commerce, trade and economic sanctions maintained by the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control, and the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”) maintained by the Department of State. Specifically, Customer covenants that it shall not, directly or indirectly, sell, export, reexport, transfer, divert, or otherwise dispose of any Products, FireEye Materials, or technology (including products derived from or based on such technology) received from FireEye under this Agreement to any destination, entity, or person prohibited by the laws or regulations of the United States and the EU, without obtaining prior authorization from the competent government authorities as required by those laws and regulations. These prohibitions include, but are not limited to the following: (i) the Products and FireEye Materials cannot be exported or re-exported to any countries embargoed by the United States (currently including Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan or Syria) which includes nationals of these countries employed by Customer; (ii) the Products and FireEye Materials cannot be exported or re-exported for military use in country group ‘b’ prior to valid ‘export license’ or valid ‘license exception’; and (iii) the Products and FireEye Materials cannot be used for any prohibited end uses including any “nuclear, biological or chemical weapon related activities”; and (iv) the Products and FireEye Materials will not be re-exported or otherwise sold or transferred if it is known or suspected that they are intended or likely to be used for such purposes. Customer agrees to notify FireEye of any suspicious activities by any employee related to the Products. Customer agrees to indemnify, to the fullest extent permitted by law, FireEye from and against any fines or penalties that may arise as a result of Customer’s breach of this provision. This export control clause shall survive termination or cancellation of any Orders.

10.2. Anticorruption Laws. Each Party acknowledges that it is familiar with and understands the provisions of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“the FCPA”) and the U.K. Bribery Act of 2010 (“UKBA”) and agrees to comply with its terms as well as any provisions of local law related thereto. Each party further understands the provisions relating to the FCPA and UKBA’s prohibitions regarding the payment or giving of anything of value, including but not limited to payments, gifts, travel, entertainment and meals, either directly or indirectly, to an official of a foreign government or political party for the purpose of influencing an act or decision in his or her official capacity or inducing the official to use his or her party's influence with that government, to obtain or retain business involving the Offering. Each Party agrees to not violate or knowingly let anyone violate the FCPA or UKBA, and Each Party agrees that no payment it makes will constitute a bribe, influence payment, kickback, rebate, or other payment that violates the FCPA, the UKBA, or any other applicable anticorruption or anti-bribery law.

10.3. U.S. Government Restricted Rights. The Offerings, Deliverables and Documentation are “commercial items”, “commercial computer software” and “commercial computer software documentation,” pursuant to DFAR Section 227.7202 and FAR Section 12.212, as applicable. All Offerings and FireEye Materials are and were developed solely at private expense. Any use, modification, reproduction, release, performance, display or disclosure of the Offerings, FireEye Materials and Documentation by the United States Government shall be governed solely by the this Agreement and shall be prohibited except to the extent expressly permitted by this Agreement.

11. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.

11.1. Confidential Information. “Confidential Information” means the non-public information that is exchanged between the parties, provided that such information is: (i) identified as confidential at the time of disclosure by the disclosing party (“Discloser”); or (ii) disclosed under circumstances that would indicate to a reasonable person that the information should be treated as confidential by the party receiving such information (“Recipient”). The terms of any commercial transaction between the parties (including pricing related to the Offerings) shall be considered Confidential Information.
11.2. Maintenance of Confidentiality. Each party agrees that it shall: (i) take reasonable measures to protect the Confidential Information by using the same degree of care, but no less than a reasonable degree of care, to prevent the unauthorized use, dissemination or publication of the Confidential Information as the Recipient uses to protect its own confidential information of a like nature; (ii) limit disclosure to those persons within Recipient’s organization with a need to know and who have previously agreed in writing, prior to receipt of Confidential Information either as a condition of their employment or in order to obtain the Confidential Information, to obligations similar to the provisions hereof; (iii) not copy, reverse engineer, disassemble, create any works from, or decompile any prototypes, software or other tangible objects which embody the other party’s Confidential Information and/or which are provided to the party hereunder; and (iv) comply with, and obtain all required authorizations arising from, all U.S. and other applicable export control laws or regulations. Confidential Information shall not be used or reproduced in any form except as required to accomplish the purposes and intent of an Order or Statement of Work. Any reproduction of Confidential Information shall be the property of Discloser and shall contain any and all notices of confidentiality contained on the original Confidential Information.

11.3. Exceptions. The parties agree that the foregoing shall not apply to any information that Recipient can evidence: (i) is or becomes publicly known and made generally available through no improper action or inaction of Recipient; (ii) was already in its possession or known by it prior to disclosure by Discloser to Recipient; (iii) is independently developed by Recipient without use of or reference to any Confidential Information; or (iv) was rightfully disclosed to it by, or obtained from, a third party. Recipient may make disclosures required by law or court order provided that Recipient: (a) uses diligent efforts to limit disclosure and to obtain, if possible, confidential treatment or a protective order; (b) has given prompt advance notice to Discloser of such required disclosure; and (c) has allowed Discloser to participate in the proceedings.

11.4. Injunctive Relief. Each party will retain all right, title and interest to such party’s Confidential Information. The parties acknowledge that a violation of the Recipient’s obligations with respect to Confidential Information may cause irreparable harm to the Discloser for which a remedy at law would be inadequate. Therefore, in addition to any and all remedies available at law, Discloser shall be entitled to seek an injunction or other equitable remedies in all legal proceedings in the event of any threatened or actual violation of any or all of the provisions hereof.

11.5. Return of Confidential Information. Within thirty (30) days after the date when all Orders and SOWs have expired or been terminated, or after any request for return of Confidential Information, each party will return to the other party or destroy all of such other party’s Confidential Information, at such other party’s discretion, and, upon request, provide such other party with an officer’s certificate attesting to such return and/or destruction, as appropriate.

11.6. Privacy. If FireEye is a data processor under this Agreement, further to the provisions of Article 17 and 25 of the EU Data Protection Directive EU (Directive 95/46/EC), FireEye agrees that it will:

11.6.1 only deal with and process personal data controlled by Customer in compliance with, and subject to, the instructions received from Customer and in compliance with this Agreement and will not use or process the personal data for any other purpose whatever;

11.6.2 adopt and maintain appropriate (including organizational and technical) security measures in dealing with Customer’s personal data in order to protect against unauthorized or accidental access, loss, alteration, disclosure or destruction of such data, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of processing; and

11.6.3 take all reasonable steps to ensure that (i) persons employed by it, and (ii) other persons engaged at its place of work, are aware of and comply with applicable data privacy laws and regulations.

11.6.4 FireEye may process or otherwise transfer any personal information in or to any country outside the European Economic Area or any country not deemed adequate by the European Commission pursuant to Article 25(6) to the extent necessary for the provision of the Offerings. If required, FireEye will enter into the EU Standard Contractual Clauses as approved by the European Commission for ensuring an adequate level of data protection in respect of the personal information that will be processed or transferred.

12. TERM AND TERMINATION.

12.1. Term.

12.1.1 Products. Products will be licensed according to the applicable terms in Exhibit A, for the period of time stated on the Order (e.g., if the Order lists a Product as being provided for “3Y,” the license for that Product is provided for three years from the date of the Order). If no period of time is stated on the Order, then the Product is licensed perpetually, unless otherwise terminated as set forth herein.
12.1.2 Support Services. Support Services will begin ten (10) days from the date of shipment of the associated Product and continue for the period of time stated on the Order (“Initial Support Term”). Unless otherwise stated on the Order, the Support Services will automatically renew for additional periods of one (1) year each, a “Renewal Support Term” and together with the Initial Support Term, the “Support Term”), unless either party notifies the other of its intention not to renew Support Services at least sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of the then-current Support Term. Customer may terminate Support at any time, for convenience, on thirty (30) days’ written notice to FireEye. If Customer terminates Support Services for convenience before the end of the then-current Support Term, Customer will pay any remaining fees owing for the remainder of the then-current Support Term within thirty (30) days of the effective date of termination.

12.1.3 Subscriptions. The term of each Subscription will begin on the Order Effective Date and will continue in effect for the period of time stated in the Order (“Initial Subscription Term”). Unless otherwise stated on the Order, the Subscription will automatically renew after its Initial Subscription Term for additional periods of one (1) year each (each, a “Renewal Subscription Term” and together with the Initial Subscription Term, the “Subscription Term”), unless either party notifies the other of its intention not to renew that Subscription at least sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of the then-current Subscription Term. Customer may terminate a Subscription at any time, for convenience, on thirty (30) days’ written notice to FireEye. If Customer terminates a Subscription for convenience before the end of the then-current Subscription Term, Customer will pay any remaining fees owing for the remainder of the then-current Subscription Term within thirty (30) days of the effective date of termination.

12.1.4 Professional Services; Statements of Work. Professional Services described on an Order will be provided at mutually agreed-upon times, and will continue until complete, unless otherwise terminated as set forth herein. The term of each SOW will be as set forth in that SOW. If no term is expressed in an SOW, then the term of that SOW will begin on the SOW Effective Date and continue until the Professional Services described in that SOW are complete or the SOW is earlier terminated as set forth herein. Unless otherwise stated in a SOW, Customer may terminate a SOW at any time for convenience by giving FireEye at least thirty (30) days’ written notice of its intent to terminate the SOW. If Customer terminates an SOW for convenience as set forth in this Section, Customer will pay any amounts owing for Professional Services and Deliverables provided under that SOW up to and including the date of termination. Customer may request that FireEye suspend performing Professional Services during the term of a Statement of Work, and FireEye will suspend such Professional Services within 24 hours of Customer’s request. Customer acknowledges that any such suspension will not affect Customer’s obligation to pay fees for Professional Services rendered through the date of suspension, and that resumption of Professional Services may be delayed if FireEye redeploys personnel to other engagements during the period of suspension.

12.2. Termination for Material Breach. Either party may terminate any Order or any SOW upon written notice of a material breach of the applicable Order or SOW by the other party as provided below, subject to a thirty (30) day cure period (“Cure Period”). If the breaching party has failed to cure the breach within the Cure Period after the receipt by the breaching party of written notice of such breach, the non-breaching party may give a second notice to the breaching party terminating the applicable Order or SOW. Termination of any particular Order or SOW under this Section will not be deemed a termination of any other Order or SOW, unless the notice of termination states that another Order or SOW is also terminated. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Cure Period applicable to a breach by Customer of any payment obligations under any Order or any SOW will be fifteen (15) days. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement shall terminate automatically in the event Customer has breached any license restriction and, in FireEye’s determination, such breach cannot be adequately cured within the Cure Period.

12.3. Effect of Termination. Termination or expiration of any Order or SOW will not be deemed a termination or expiration of any other Orders or SOWs in effect as of the date of termination or expiration, and this Agreement will continue to govern and be effective as to those outstanding Orders and SOWs until those Orders and SOWs have expired or terminated by their own terms or as set forth herein. The provisions of Section 3 (Payment), Section 6 (Intellectual Property), Section 7.5 (Disclaimer of Warranties), 9 (Limitation of Liability), 10 (Export Control; Anti-Corruption; U.S. Government Restricted Rights), 12 (Confidential Information), and 13 (Miscellaneous), and all accrued payment obligations, shall survive the termination of all Orders and SOWs and the relationship between FireEye and Customer.

13. MISCELLANEOUS.

13.1. Assignment. Customer may not assign any Order or Statement of Work, or any rights or obligations thereunder, in whole or in part, without FireEye’s prior written consent, and any such assignment or transfer shall be null and void. FireEye shall have the right to assign all or part of an Order or Statement of Work without
Customer’s approval. Subject to the foregoing, each Order and Statement of Work shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the parties’ respective successors and permitted assigns.

13.2. **Entire Agreement.** This Agreement along with any Order, Statement of Work and the Exhibits attached hereto is the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the Offerings and supersedes all previous or contemporaneous communications, representations, proposals, commitments, understandings and agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties regarding the subject matter thereof. FireEye does not accept, expressly or impliedly and FireEye hereby rejects and deems deleted any additional or different terms or conditions that Customer presents, including, but not limited to, any terms or conditions contained or referenced in any order, acceptance, acknowledgement, or other document, or established by trade usage or prior course of dealing. This Agreement may be amended only in writing signed by authorized representatives of both parties.

13.3. **Force Majeure.** Neither party will be liable to the other for any delay or failure to perform any obligation under this Agreement (except for a failure to pay fees) if the delay or failure is due to unforeseen events, which occur after the signing of this Agreement and which are beyond the reasonable control of the parties, such as strikes, blockade, war, terrorism, riots, natural disasters, refusal of license by the government or other governmental agencies, in so far as such an event prevents or delays the affected party from fulfilling its obligations and such party is not able to prevent or remove the force majeure at reasonable cost.

13.4. **Governing Law.** This Agreement shall be deemed to have been made in, and shall be construed pursuant to the laws of the State of California and the United States without regard to conflicts of laws provisions thereof, and without regard to the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods or the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act. Any legal suit, action or proceeding arising out of or relating to the Offerings, the FireEye Materials, this Agreement, an Order or a Statement of Work will be commenced exclusively in a federal court in the Northern District of California or in state court in Santa Clara County, California, and each party hereto irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction and venue of any such court in any such suit, action or proceeding.

13.5. **Independent Contractors.** The parties are independent contractors. Nothing in these Terms, any Order or any Statement of Work shall be construed to create a partnership, joint venture or agency relationship between the parties. Customer shall make no representations or warranties on behalf of FireEye.

13.6. **Language.** This Agreement and each Order and Statement of Work are in the English language only, which shall be controlling in all respects. All communications, notices, and Documentation to be furnished hereunder shall be in the English language only.

13.7. **Notices.** All notices required to be sent hereunder shall be in writing, addressed to receiving party’s current business contact, if known, with a cc: to the General Counsel/Legal Department of the receiving party, and sent to the party’s address as listed in this Agreement, or as updated by either party by written notice. Notices shall be effective upon receipt and shall be deemed to be received as follows: (i) if personally delivered by courier, when delivered; or (ii) if mailed by first class mail, or the local equivalent, on the fifth business day after posting with the proper address.

13.8. **Severability.** If any provision of this Agreement is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable under the laws of any jurisdiction, the provision will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible so as to effect the intent of the parties, and the remaining provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and effect.

13.9. **Third Party Rights.** Other than as expressly set out in this Agreement, this Agreement does not create any rights for any person who is not a party to it and no person who is not a party to this Agreement may enforce any of its terms or rely on any exclusion or limitation contained in it.

13.10. **Waiver.** The waiver of a breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of any other provision or any subsequent breach.

13.11. **Equal Opportunity.** FireEye is committed to the provisions outlined in the Equal Opportunity Clauses of Executive Order 11246, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, the Jobs for Veterans Act of 2003, as well as any other regulations pertaining to these orders.

---

**EXHIBIT A**

**PRODUCT LICENSE AND SUPPORT TERMS**

(FIREEYE NX, EX, AX, PX, FX, HX, AND CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SERIES (CMS) PRODUCTS)
The following terms apply to the FireEye NX, EX, AX, PX, FX, HX and Central Management Series (CMS) Products, including any add-on features such as FireEye Advanced Threat Intelligence (ATI).

1. **Grant of License and Restrictions.** Subject to the terms hereof, payment of all fees, and any applicable user/use limitations, FireEye grants Customer a personal, perpetual, nonsublicensable, nonexclusive, right to use the Product, in accordance with the Agreement and this Exhibit A. Customer will maintain the copyright notice and any other notices that appear on the Product, including any interfaces related to the Product. With respect to the FireEye HX Series Product, Customer may install the “agent” software component of the Product on the number of Nodes stated on the applicable Order. With respect to the FireEye EX Series Product, Customer may use the Product in connection with the number of attached URL engines (i.e., email accounts) (“Attached URL Engines”) stated on the applicable Order. FireEye reserves the right to audit Customer’s use of the Product to ensure compliance with this Agreement. “Nodes” are endpoint computing devices owned or controlled by Customer (such as laptops, workstations, and servers), on which Customer installs the agent software. Updates, preview features, Content Feeds and/or Support Services are not necessarily provided with the Software, may require additional payment or include additional terms and conditions, and may be provided on a “preview” basis for a limited period at no additional charge but then licensed for an additional fee at a later date. Customer acknowledges that Third Party Software distributed with the Products may be subject to separate license terms, and specifically, if the Oracle™ Java® software is included within the Product, that software is subject to the license found at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/terms/license/index.html.

2. **Content Feeds.** Subject to Customer’s payment in full of all associated fees for the applicable FireEye Content Feed, as set forth on the applicable Order, FireEye shall grant a limited, non-exclusive, personal, non-transferable, non-sublicensable right to use the Content Feed as set forth in the Documentation for the applicable Product, for Customer’s internal business purposes during the active Support Term for the applicable Product. FireEye shall not disclose to any third party any personally identifiable data or Customer Confidential Information in connection with the Content Feed unless expressly authorized to do so by Customer. The Content Feeds available to the Customer with respect to the Products may include:

- 2.1 FireEye Dynamic Threat Intelligence™ (DTI™) – The DTI Content Feed (currently available only for customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, EX, AX, HX and FX Product) provides continual, updated information to the Product about threats.

- 2.2 FireEye Advanced Threat Intelligence™ (ATI™) – The ATI Content Feed (currently available only for customers who have purchased the FireEye NX Product) provides contextual information about malware detected in Customer’s environment, such as information regarding threat groups associated with certain malware, industry verticals in which FireEye has observed certain threat groups operate and in which certain malware is used, and relative frequency of observation of various threats and malware.

3. **Support Services.** Subject to Customer’s payment in full of all associated fees for FireEye Support Services, FireEye shall provide Support Services for the Products as set forth in Exhibit C, as may be updated by FireEye in its discretion.

---

**EXHIBIT B**

**SUBSCRIPTION TERMS**

**EXHIBIT B-1**

**SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR FIREEYE AS A SERVICE (FAAS) – CONTINUOUS PROTECTION**

The following terms govern the FireEye as a Service (FaaS) – Continuous Protection Subscription.

1. **Definitions.**

1.1 “APT Event” means an alert generated by a Product, where FireEye associates the underlying alert activity with an advanced persistent threat (APT) actor or APT activity.
1.2 “Covered System” means a computing device (to the extent supported by FireEye) that customer specifies as within the scope of the Subscription, (i) on which a software agent has been installed to support Subscription delivery, or (ii) whose network traffic is observable to support Subscription delivery.

1.4 “Nodes” refers to the applicable number of Covered Systems within the Customer environment, as set forth on the Order.

1.5 “FaaS Reports” means the written reports that FireEye creates and makes available to Customer through the FaaS Subscription. FaaS Reports are FireEye Materials.

1.6 “Surge Services” refers to threat analysis, forensic analysis, or minor investigative work, performed by the FaaS team to address identified compromises in Customer’s environment. Surge Services may include analysis of potentially compromised endpoints, system event log analysis, malware triage and analysis, system forensics, or other investigative activity as determined by FireEye in its discretion.

2. Scope of FaaS – Continuous Protection (CP) Subscription

2.1 Continuous Protection (“CP”) – includes each of the following during the Subscription Term for the specific Products for which the Subscription was purchased (available for customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, FX, PX, ETP or EX Product):

(a) Event Analysis. Within four hours from the time the Product logs an APT Event, FireEye analysts will begin analysis of Customer’s Covered Systems and network traffic (if applicable) to confirm the APT Event and determine the severity of the APT Event. If FireEye’s analysts confirm the APT Event (i.e., analysts determine that the event is not a false positive or otherwise not required to be reported), then within one (1) hour of the time FireEye’s analysts make that determination, FireEye’s analysts will deliver to the FaaS Portal a FaaS Report providing detailed background analysis of the reported APT Event, including background about FireEye’s intelligence gathered about the APT group associated with the APT Event (if applicable), and providing recommendations for next steps. FireEye will deliver a FaaS Report of any APT Event no later than twenty-four hours from the time the Product logged the APT Event, even if FireEye’s analysts have not yet determined whether the APT Event is a false positive or otherwise not required to be reported.

(b) System Health Monitoring and Notification. For Customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, EX, or FX Product, FireEye will provide Customer with notifications of system health issues such as connectivity problems.

(c) Containment (for Customers using the HX series Product). When the Customer has purchased the HX series Product, FireEye may, when appropriate, recommend containment of the target Covered System from the Customer’s network. Containment must be executed by the Customer.

(d) Surge Services. For each Contract Year, upon request, FireEye will deliver up to forty (40) hours of Surge Services for those Customers in Node Bands less than 2000 Nodes, and up to eighty (80) hours of Surge Services for Customers in Node Bands equal to or greater than 2000 Nodes. These initial hours of Surge Services will not be invoiced, and can be used at any time during the Initial Subscription Term, however, any unused portion of Surge Services at the end of the Initial Subscription Term shall be forfeited. Surge Service hours for each Renewal Subscription Term will be based on FireEye’s then-current Surge Service policies. Any additional hours of requested Surge Services will be invoiced at FireEye’s then-current hourly rates, unless otherwise agreed. Details of Surge Services, including scope, timing and any FaaS Reports to be generated as a result of the Surge Services will be mutually agreed upon at the time Customer requests the Surge Services. “Contract Year” means each one-year period starting on the applicable Order Effective Date and ending one year thereafter.

(e) Portal Access. FaaS Reports and notifications from the CP Subscription will be provided via an online portal (“FaaS Portal”), and FireEye will provide login credentials to the Customer to enable access to the FaaS Portal. The FaaS Portal will be available 99.9% of the time in any calendar month, other than Downtime, as defined below, and this FaaS Portal Service Level commitment will be subject to the Service Level Credits set forth in Section 3 below.

(f) FireEye Intelligence Center™ (FIC™), Community Threat Intelligence™ (CTI™). During the Subscription Term, FireEye will provide access to the FireEye Intelligence Center (FIC), which includes the Community Threat Intelligence (CTI) platform, subject to the following:

i. Permitted Use; Reports. Customer may access, view and use FIC and content appearing on FIC (“FIC Content”) solely for internal use. Some features of FIC may allow Customer to generate a report (each, a “FIC Report”). FIC Reports and FIC Content are FireEye Materials. Subject to Customer’s payment obligations, FireEye grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive right to produce FIC Reports using FIC, and reproduce and distribute those FIC Reports and FIC Content internally for Customer’s own business purposes.

ii. Additional Use Limitations. Customer may appoint up to fifteen (15) users of FIC at any time. Each day, all users on Customer’s account may collectively make up to (A) one hundred (100) queries of IP addresses and domain
names and (B) one hundred (100) queries of malware. Customer may request additional queries, to be evaluated by FireEye on a case by case basis.

iii. User Content. “User Content” means any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and information that Customer or anyone using Customer’s account contributes to or through FIC, including any contributions to or through the CTI platform (e.g., comments to FIC Content, suspected malware that Customer uploads to FIC). Customer hereby grants FireEye a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, paid-up, non-exclusive, license, including the right to sublicense to third parties, and right to reproduce, fix, adapt, modify, translate, reformat, create derivative works from, publish, distribute, sell, license, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, or provide access to electronically, broadcast, display, perform, and use and practice such User Content as well as all modified and derivative works thereof. Customer represents that Customer has all necessary rights to grant the license referenced in the preceding sentence. FireEye may use and disclose any of the information it collects about its customers’ use of FIC, including CTI, to the extent such information is de-identified.

iv. Restrictions. Customer may not access FIC by any means other than through the interface that is provided or approved by FireEye. Customer will not collect any information from or through FIC using any automated means, including without limitation any script, spider, “screen scraping,” or “database scraping” application, and Customer will not damage, disable, overburden, or impair FIC or interfere with any other party’s use and enjoyment of FIC.

2.2 Reseller and Partner Purchases. If Customer receives the Subscription via a FireEye authorized services or support partner (a “Partner”), Customer agrees that the Subscription and Customer Data (defined below) may be delivered to Customer through the Partner. Notwithstanding any other confidentiality obligations between the parties, Customer authorizes FireEye to disclose information related to the Subscription and Customer Data to Partner.

2.3 Customer Networks. The Subscription may only be provided for computer systems and networks leased to or owned by Customer, and under Customer’s control, up to the number of Nodes allowed, as set forth on the applicable Order. If at any time during the Subscription Term, the number of Covered Systems exceeds the number of allowed Nodes set forth on the Order by more than ten percent (10%), FireEye will issue an invoice for the additional Nodes, pro-rated for the remainder of the then-current Subscription Term, at FireEye’s then-current rates.

2.4 Connectivity Requirements. Unless otherwise specified, the Subscription and Surge Services are provided by FireEye personnel remotely accessing Customer’s environment from FireEye’s networks. Customer must provide outbound TCP-based connectivity from all Products to FireEye for the establishment of a virtual private network (VPN). Details pertaining to specific network access requirements will be established in conjunction with installation activities.

2.5 Credential Security. Customer will be responsible for the following: (a) providing accurate information to FireEye for provisioning access to (and removal of) Customer personnel access to the portal; (b) implementing and adhering to strong password standards; (c) providing accurate information to FireEye for domain whitelisting; and (d) reporting any security issues related to the Subscription (including the portal) to FireEye immediately.

2.6 Exclusions. Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Agreement to the contrary, FireEye shall have no obligation or responsibility to provide the Subscription for (i) Products for which Customer does not have an active Subscription in place; (ii) Products that the Customer (or FireEye or another third party on Customer’s behalf) has configured with a one-way feed of FireEye’s Dynamic Threat Intelligence (DTI) Subscription; (iii) Products with an installed FireEye operating system less than version 6.2; (iv) Products that have been declared end of life; (v) Products that have no active Support Service in place; (vi) Products for which software updates have not been applied; or (vii) Products that have not been installed and deployed. Customer acknowledges that to facilitate FireEye’s efficient performance of the Subscription, FireEye may control some features and functionality of the Products, and that such features or functionality may not be available for Customer’s independent use during the Subscription Term.

3. Faas Portal Availability

3.1 FireEye shall undertake commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the Faas Portal availability for 99.9% of the time during each calendar month.

3.1.1 “Service Outage” is where the Faas Portal is not available due to a failure or a disruption in the Faas Portal that is not the result of Scheduled Maintenance, Emergency Maintenance, a force majeure event or of the act or omission of Customer.

3.1.2 “Scheduled Maintenance Period" is the period during which weekly scheduled maintenance of the Faas Portal may be performed, or a maintenance window otherwise mutually agreed upon by FireEye and Customer.
3.1.3 "Emergency Maintenance" means any time outside of Scheduled Maintenance that FireEye is required to apply critical patches or fixes or undertake other urgent maintenance. If Emergency Maintenance is required, FireEye will contact Customer and provide the expected time frame of the Emergency Maintenance and availability of the FaaS Portal during the Emergency Maintenance.

3.1.4 "System Availability" means the percentage of total time during which the FaaS Portal shall be available to Customer, excluding the Scheduled Maintenance Period, Emergency Maintenance, force majeure events, or acts or omissions of the Customer that cause system downtime.

3.2 Remedy

3.2.1 In the event that the FaaS Portal does not meet the monthly service availability defined in 3.1, FireEye will provide a credit to the Customer in accordance to the table below (“Credit”) for a validated SLA Claim (defined below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of FaaS Portal Availability per Calendar Month</th>
<th>Service Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;98.0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 For determining the Credit, the duration of a Service Outage will be measured as the time starting when Customer experiences a disruption in availability of the FaaS Portal and ending when a successful solution or workaround allowing for full restoration of the FaaS Portal is provided by FireEye to Customer. Customer must notify FireEye in writing of any Service Outage no later than fifteen (15) days after the calendar month in which the Service Outage occurred (“SLA Claim”) to be entitled to a Credit for that Service Outage.

3.2.3 Any Credits earned by Customer hereunder will be applied to the Subscription Fees owed by Customer for the next Subscription Term for which the Credit applies. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription Term has terminated for non-renewal or for a material uncured breach by Customer, such credits shall become null and void. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription Term has terminated due to a material uncured breach by FireEye, FireEye will promptly pay Customer the amount of the Credit.

3.2.4 Customer shall not be entitled to receive a Credit that exceeds 10% of its prorated monthly Subscription Fee for a Service Outage for the applicable calendar month.

EXHIBIT B-2

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR FIREEYE AS A SERVICE (FAAS) – CONTINUOUS VIGILANCE

The following terms govern the FireEye as a Service (FaaS) – Continuous Vigilance Subscription.

1 Definitions.

1.1 “APT Event” means an alert generated by a Product, where FireEye associates the underlying alert activity with an advanced persistent threat (APT) actor or APT activity.

1.2 “Covered System” means (i) a computing device (to the extent supported by FireEye) that Customer specifies as within the scope of the Subscription, and on which a software agent has been installed to support Subscription delivery, (ii) a computing device (to the extent supported by FireEye) whose network traffic is observable to support Subscription delivery; or (iii) with respect to ETP Subscriptions, mailboxes monitored to support Subscription delivery.
1.3 “Nodes” refers to the applicable number of Covered Systems within the Customer environment, as set forth on the Order.
1.4 “FaaS Reports” means the written reports that FireEye creates and makes available to Customer through the Subscription. FaaS Reports are FireEye Materials.
1.5 “Surge Services” refers to threat analysis, forensic analysis, or minor investigative work performed by the FaaS team to address identified compromises in Customer’s environment. Surge support may include analysis of potentially compromised endpoints, system event log analysis, malware triage and analysis, system forensics, or other investigative activity, as determined by FireEye in its sole discretion.

2 FaaS – Continuous Vigilance Subscription
2.1 Subscription Scope for Continuous Vigilance (CV) – includes each of the following during the Subscription Term for the specific Products for which the Subscription was purchased (available for customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, FX, PX, ETP or EX Product and the HX Product):
(a) Event Analysis. Within four hours from the time the Product logs an APT Event, FireEye analysts will perform analysis of Customer’s Covered Systems and network traffic (if applicable) to confirm the APT Event and determine the severity of the APT Event. If FireEye’s analysts confirm the APT Event (i.e., analysts determine that the event is not a false positive nor otherwise not required to be reported), then within one (1) hour of the time FireEye’s analysts make that determination, FireEye’s analysts will deliver to the FaaS Portal a FaaS Report providing detailed background analysis of the reported APT Event, including background about FireEye’s intelligence gathered about the APT group associated with the APT Event (if applicable), and providing recommendations for next steps. FireEye will deliver a FaaS Report of any APT Event no later than twenty-four hours from the time the Product logged the APT Event, even if FireEye’s analysts have not yet determined whether the APT Event is a false positive or otherwise not required to be reported.
(b) System Health Monitoring and Notification. For Customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, EX, or FX Product, FireEye will provide Customer with notifications of system health issues such as connectivity problems.
(c) Containment (for Customers using the HX series Product). When the Customer has purchased the HX series Product, FireEye may, when appropriate, recommend containment of the target Covered System from the Customer’s network. Containment must be executed by the Customer.
(d) Portal Access. Alerts and notifications from the CV Subscription will be provided via an online portal (“FaaS Portal”), and FireEye will provide login credentials to the Customer to enable access to the FaaS Portal. The FaaS Portal will be available 99.9% of the time in any calendar month, other than Downtime, as defined below, and this FaaS Portal Service Level commitment will be subject to the Service Level Credits set forth in Section 3 below.
(e) FireEye Intelligence Center™ (FIC™), Community Threat Intelligence™ (CTI™). During the Subscription Term, FireEye will provide access to the FireEye Intelligence Center (FIC), which includes the Community Threat Intelligence (CTI) platform, subject to the following:
   i. Permitted Use; Reports. Customer may view and use FIC and content appearing on FIC (“FIC Content”) solely for internal use. Some features of FIC may allow Customer to generate a report (each, a “FIC Report”). FIC Reports and FIC Content are FireEye Materials. Subject to Customer’s payment obligations, FireEye grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive right to produce FIC Reports and FIC Content using FIC, and reproduce and distribute those FIC Reports internally for Customer’s own business purposes.
   ii. User Content. “User Content” means any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and information that Customer or anyone using Customer’s account contributes to or through FIC including any contributions to or through the CTI platform (e.g., comments to FIC Content, suspected malware that Customer uploads to FIC). Customer hereby grants FireEye a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, paid-up, non-exclusive, license, including the right to sublicense to third parties, and right to reproduce, fix, adapt, modify, translate, reformat, create derivative works from, publish, distribute, sell, license, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, or provide access to electronically, broadcast, display, perform, and use and practice such User Content as well as all modified and derivative works thereof. Customer represents that Customer has all necessary rights to grant the license referenced in the preceding sentence. FireEye may use and disclose any of the information it collects about its customers’ use of FIC, including the CTI platform, to the extent such information is de-identified.
   iii. Restrictions. Customer may not access FIC by any means other than through the interface that is provided or approved by FireEye. Customer will not collect any information from or through FIC using any automated means, including without limitation any script, spider, “screen scraping,” or “database scraping” application, and Customer will not damage, disable, overburden, or impair FIC or interfere with any other party’s use and enjoyment of FIC.
(f) Advanced Analysis. FireEye will conduct periodic proactive hunting techniques on Covered Systems to look for additional indicators of malicious or attacker activity.

(g) Attacker Risk Assessment. At least once per Contract Year, FireEye will provide a customized risk profile describing the Customer’s industry, relevant threat actors, and key observations from FireEye experts.

(h) Threat Assessment Manager. FireEye will assign a primary point of contact who will be available to field questions associated with Subscription delivery and tactical or strategic security concerns of the Customer.

(i) Surge Services. For each Contract Year, upon request, FireEye will deliver up to eighty (80) hours of Surge Services for those Customers in Node Bands less than 2000 Nodes, and up to one hundred sixty (160) hours of Surge Services for Customers in Node Bands equal to or greater than 2000 Nodes. These initial hours of Surge Services will not be invoiced, and can be used at any time during the Initial Subscription Term, however, any unused portion of Surge Services at the end of the Initial Subscription Term shall be forfeited. Surge Service hours for each Renewal Subscription Term will be based on FireEye’s then-current Surge Service policies. Any additional hours of requested Surge Services will be invoiced at FireEye’s then-current hourly rates, unless otherwise agreed. Details of Surge Services, including scope, timing and any Reports to be generated as a result of the Surge Services will be mutually agreed upon at the time Customer requests the Surge Services. “Contract Year” means each one-year period starting on the applicable Order Effective Date and ending one year thereafter.

2.2 Reseller and Partner Purchases. If Customer receives the Subscription via a FireEye authorized services or support partner (a “Partner”), Customer agrees that the Subscription and Customer Data (defined below) may be delivered to Customer through the Partner. Notwithstanding any other confidentiality obligations between the parties, Customer authorizes FireEye to disclose information related to the Subscription and Customer Data to Partner.

2.3 Customer Networks. The Subscription may only be provided for computer systems and networks leased to or owned by Customer, and under Customer’s control, up to the number of Nodes allowed, as set forth on the applicable Order. If at any time during the Subscription Term, the number of Covered Systems exceeds the number of allowed Nodes set forth on the Order by more than ten percent (10%), FireEye will issue an invoice for the additional Nodes, pro-rated for the remainder of the then-current Subscription Term, at FireEye’s then-current rates.

2.4 Connectivity Requirements. Unless otherwise specified, the Subscription and Surge Services are provided by FireEye personnel remotely accessing Customer’s environment from FireEye’s networks. Customer must provide outbound TCP-based connectivity from all Products to FireEye for the establishment of a virtual private network (VPN). Details pertaining to specific network access requirements will be established in conjunction with installation activities.

2.5 Credential Security. Customer will be responsible for the following: (a) providing accurate information to FireEye for provisioning access to (and removal of) Customer personnel access to the portal; (b) implementing and adhering to strong password standards; (c) providing accurate information to FireEye for domain whitelisting; and (d) reporting any security issues related to the Subscription (including the portal) to FireEye immediately.

2.6 Exclusions. Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Agreement to the contrary, FireEye shall have no obligation or responsibility to provide the Subscription for (i) Products for which Customer does not have an active Subscription in place; (ii) Products that the Customer (or FireEye or another third party on Customer’s behalf) has configured with a one-way feed of FireEye’s Dynamic Threat Intelligence (DTI) Subscription; (iii) Products with an installed FireEye operating system less than version 6.2; (iv) Products that have been declared end of life; (v) Products that have no active Support Service in place; (vi) Products for which software updates have not been applied; or (vii) Products that have not been installed and deployed. Customer acknowledges that to facilitate FireEye’s efficient performance of the Subscription, FireEye may control some features and functionality of the Products, and that such features or functionality may not be available for Customer’s independent use during the Subscription Term.

3. FaaS Portal Availability

3.1 FireEye shall undertake commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the FaaS Portal availability for 99.9% of the time during each calendar month.

3.1.1 “Service Outage” is where the FaaS Portal is not available due to a failure or a disruption in the FaaS Portal that is not the result of Scheduled Maintenance, Emergency Maintenance, a force majeure event or of the act or omission of Customer.

3.1.2 “Scheduled Maintenance Period" is the period during which weekly scheduled maintenance of the FaaS Portal may be performed, or a maintenance window otherwise mutually agreed upon by FireEye and Customer.

3.1.3 "Emergency Maintenance" means any time outside of Scheduled Maintenance that FireEye is required to apply critical patches or fixes or undertake other urgent maintenance. If Emergency Maintenance is required,
FireEye will contact Customer and provide the expected time frame of the Emergency Maintenance and availability of the FaaS Portal during the Emergency Maintenance.

3.1.4 "System Availability" means the percentage of total time during which the FaaS Portal shall be available to Customer, excluding the Scheduled Maintenance Period, Emergency Maintenance, force majeure events, or acts or omissions of the Customer that cause system downtime.

3.2 Remedy

3.2.1 In the event that the FaaS Portal does not meet the monthly service availability defined in 3.1, FireEye will provide a credit to the Customer in accordance to the table below (“Credit”) for a validated SLA Claim (defined above).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of FaaS Portal Availability per Calendar Month</th>
<th>Service Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;98.0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 For determining the Credit, the duration of a Service Outage will be measured as the time starting when Customer experiences a disruption in availability of the FaaS Portal and ending when a successful solution or workaround allowing for full restoration of the FaaS Portal is provided by FireEye to Customer. Customer must notify FireEye in writing of any Service Outage no later than fifteen (15) days after the calendar month in which the Service Outage occurred (“SLA Claim”) to be entitled to a Credit for that Service Outage.

3.2.3 Any Credits earned by Customer hereunder will be applied to the Subscription Fees owed by Customer for the next Subscription Term for which the Credit applies. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription Term has terminated for non-renewal or for a material uncured breach by Customer, such credits shall become null and void. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription Term has terminated due to a material uncured breach by FireEye, FireEye will promptly pay Customer the amount of the Credit.

3.2.4 Customer shall not be entitled to receive a Credit that exceeds 10% of its prorated monthly Subscription Fee for a Service Outage for the applicable calendar month.

Back To Top
Customer may upload Customer Logs to the TAP portal (“TAP Portal”). “Customer Logs” means any communications, logs and other content and information that Customer or anyone using Customer’s account contributes to or through the TAP Portal. Customer grants to FireEye a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, paid-up, non-exclusive license and right to reproduce, modify, create derivative works from, publish, distribute, sell, sublicense, transmit, publicly display and provide access to Customer Logs, for purposes of enhancing FireEye’s products and services, so long as (i) FireEye ensures that any Customer Confidential Information is removed from Customer Logs, and (ii) FireEye’s use of Customer Logs does not in any way identify Customer or its employees or in any other way allow a third party to identify Customer as the source of the Customer Logs. Customer Logs are Customer’s property, and other than the licenses granted in herein, FireEye does not obtain any ownership rights in Customer Logs.

1.1.3 Some features of the TAP Subscription may generate alerts of suspected malicious activity (each, a “TAP Alert”). TAP Alerts are FireEye Materials. FireEye hereby grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive right to use TAP Alerts, and reproduce and distribute those TAP Alerts internally for Customer’s own business purposes.

1.1.4 Cloud Collector Management. If Customer has installed Cloud Collectors in connection with the TAP Subscription, then FireEye will continuously monitor the Customer’s Cloud Collector Appliances or Cloud Collector TAP Software for system health issues such as monitoring to ensure proper throughput and relay of data.

1.1.5 Cloud Collector Appliances. If the Customer has purchased Cloud Collector Appliances, then during the TAP Subscription Term, FireEye will replace any defective Cloud Collector Appliances as follows:

a) Prior to any return, Customer shall verify that the Cloud Collector Appliance at issue is defective by logging a Support request via one of the mechanisms provided in the Documentation and in accordance with FireEye's RMA procedures, including providing the part number, serial number, quantity and reason for return, an explanation of all failure symptoms and other relevant information.

b) Upon confirmation by FireEye of a defect, Customer shall obtain from FireEye an RMA number. FireEye shall ship via a recognized express courier service a replacement Cloud Collector Appliance to Customer to arrive no later than next business day after FireEye’s issuance of an RMA number, provided the RMA number was issued prior to the business day cutoff time local to the defective Cloud Collector Appliance, provided the replacement does not require any custom pre-configuration, and provided no external-to-FireEye circumstances prevent the delivery. The replacement Cloud Collector Appliance may be a new or reconditioned Cloud Collector Appliance (of equivalent or better quality) at FireEye’s sole discretion.

c) FireEye shall pay the shipping costs to ship the replacement Cloud Collector Appliance to Customer, but Customer shall bear any and all risk of loss of or damage to said Cloud Collector Appliance at all times after said Cloud Collector Appliance is made available by FireEye to the common carrier.

d) Within five (5) business days after Customer receives the replacement Cloud Collector Appliance from FireEye, Customer shall package the defective Cloud Collector Appliance in its original packing material or equivalent, write the RMA number on the outside of the package and return the defective Cloud Collector Appliance, at FireEye’s cost (provided Customer utilizes FireEye’s designated courier service and properly packages the defective Cloud Collector Appliance according to FireEye’s instructions), shipped properly insured, FOB FireEye’s designated facility. Customer shall enclose with the returned Cloud Collector Appliance the applicable RMA form, and any other documentation or information requested by FireEye customer support. Customer shall assume any and all risk of loss of or damage to such Cloud Collector Appliance during shipping. Title to the defective Cloud Collector Appliance shall pass to FireEye upon FireEye’s receipt thereof.

e) When a replacement Cloud Collector Appliance is provided and Customer fails to return the defective Cloud Collector Appliance to FireEye within ten (10) business days after Customer receives the replacement Cloud Collector Appliance from FireEye, FireEye may charge Customer, and Customer shall pay for the replacement Cloud Collector Appliance at the then-current list price.

2. Event Volume; True-Up

2.1.1 Fees for the TAP Subscription are divided into “Tiers” based on the volume of events processed through the TAP Subscription per second (“Event Volume”). If at any point during the Subscription Term, Customer’s Event Volume exceeds the Tier upon which Customer’s TAP Subscription Fees were based, FireEye will not guarantee that Customer Logs in excess of the purchased Tier will be ingested and processed by the TAP Subscription. In times of Event Volume in excess of the paid Tier, Customer Logs will enter a queue. Excessive queueing may cause
Customer Logs to be lost from the queue. If at any point during the Subscription Term, Customer’s average Event Volume for any consecutive thirty-day period exceeds the Tier upon which Customer’s TAP Subscription Fees were based, FireEye may issue a true-up invoice for the pro-rated difference between the Fees already paid for that Subscription Term and FireEye’s list prices for the Fees for the Tier associated with Customer’s actual Event Volume for that thirty-day period, pro-rated to reflect that thirty-day period and the remainder of the Subscription Term. FireEye will apply any discounts that were applied to initial Fees to FireEye’s list prices for any true-up invoice. Until such time that the True Up invoice is paid in full, the TAP Subscription will continue to ingest and process only the Event Volume of the purchased Tier, allowing any excess Customer Logs to enter queueing conditions. The Tier for any Renewal Subscription Term will be the Tier associated with the actual Event Volume for the immediately preceding Subscription Term.

2.1.2 At the end of the Initial Subscription Term and each Renewal Subscription Term, FireEye may true-up Fees for that Subscription Term, and if the average monthly Event Volume for that Subscription Term exceeds the maximum Event Volume for the Tier for which Customer previously paid Fees, then (a) FireEye will issue a true-up invoice reflecting the difference between the Fees already paid for that Subscription Term and the Fees for the Tier associated with Customer’s actual Event Volume.

3. TAP Portal Availability
3.1 FireEye shall undertake commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the TAP Portal availability for 99.9% of the time during each calendar month.
3.1.1 “Service Outage” is where the TAP Portal is not available due to a failure or a disruption in TAP Portal that is not the result of Scheduled Maintenance, Emergency Maintenance, a force majeure event or of the act or omission of Customer.
3.1.2 “Scheduled Maintenance Period” is the period during which weekly scheduled maintenance of the TAP Portal may be performed.
3.1.3 "Emergency Maintenance" means any time outside of Scheduled Maintenance that FireEye is required to apply critical patches or fixes or undertake other urgent maintenance. If Emergency Maintenance is required, FireEye will contact Customer and provide the expected time frame of the Emergency Maintenance and availability of the TAP Portal during the Emergency Maintenance.
3.1.4 "System Availability" means the percentage of total time during which the TAP Portal shall be available to Customer, excluding the Scheduled Maintenance Period and Emergency Maintenance.

3.2. Remedy
3.2.1 In the event that the TAP Portal does not meet the monthly service availability defined in 6.1, FireEye will provide a credit to the Customer in accordance to the table below (“Credit”) for a validated SLA Claim (defined below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of TAP Portal Availability per Calendar Month</th>
<th>Service Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;98.0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 For determining the Credit, the duration of a Service Outage will be measured as the time starting when Customer experiences unavailability of the TAP Portal and ending when a successful solution or workaround allowing for full restoration of the TAP Portal is provided by FireEye to Customer. Customer must notify FireEye in writing of any Service Outage no later than fifteen (15) days after the date the Service Outage occurred (“SLA Claim”) to be entitled to a Credit for that Service Outage. Any Credits earned by Customer hereunder will be applied to the Subscription Fees owed by Customer for the next Subscription Term for which the Credit applies. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription Term has terminated for non-renewal or for a material uncured breach by Customer, such credits shall become null and void. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription
Term has terminated due to a material uncured breach by FireEye, FireEye will promptly pay Customer the amount of the Credit.

3.2.4 Customer shall not be entitled to receive a Credit that exceeds 10% of its prorated monthly Subscription Fee for a Service Outage for the applicable calendar month.

4. **FireEye Intelligence Center™ (FIC™), Community Threat Intelligence™ (CTI™).** During the Subscription Term, FireEye will provide access to the FireEye Intelligence Center (FIC), which includes the Community Threat Intelligence (CTI) platform, subject to the following:

i. **Permitted Use; Reports.** Customer may view and use FIC and content appearing on FIC (“FIC Content”) solely for internal use. Some features of FIC may allow Customer to generate a report (each, a “FIC Report”). FIC Reports and FIC Content are FireEye Materials. Subject to Customer’s payment obligations, FireEye grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive right to produce FIC Reports and FIC Content using FIC, and reproduce and distribute those FIC Reports and FIC Content internally for Customer’s own business purposes.

ii. **Additional Use Limitations.** Customer may appoint up to fifteen (15) users of FIC at any time. Each day, all users on Customer’s account may collectively make up to (A) one hundred (100) queries of IP addresses and domain names, and (B) one hundred (100) queries of malware per day. Customer may request additional queries, to be evaluated by FireEye on a case by case basis.

iii. **User Content.** “User Content” means any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and information that Customer or anyone using Customer’s account contributes to or through FIC including any contributions to or through the CTI platform (e.g., comments to FIC Content, suspected malware that Customer uploads to FIC). Customer hereby grants FireEye a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, paid-up, non-exclusive, license, including the right to sublicense to third parties, and right to reproduce, fix, adapt, modify, translate, reformat, create derivative works from, publish, distribute, sell, license, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, or provide access to electronically, broadcast, display, perform, and use and practice such User Content as well as all modified and derivative works thereof. Customer represents that Customer has all necessary rights to grant the license referenced in the preceding sentence. FireEye may use and disclose any of the information it collects about its customers’ use of FIC, including the CTI platform, to the extent such information is de-identified.

iv. **Restrictions.** Customer may not access FIC by any means other than through the interface that is provided or approved by FireEye. Customer will not collect any information from or through FIC using any automated means, including without limitation any script, spider, “screen scraping,” or “database scraping” application, and Customer will not damage, disable, overburden, or impair FIC or interfere with any other party’s use and enjoyment of FIC.

---

**EXHIBIT B-4**

**SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR FIREEYE EMAIL THREAT PREVENTION (ETP) and MOBILE THREAT PREVENTION (MTP)**

The following terms govern the Email Threat Prevention Subscription and Mobile Threat Prevention Subscription.

1. **Definitions.**

   “Cloud Subscription” means the online, web-based applications and platform which is made accessible to Customer by FireEye via a designated website, which includes the associated offline Software components to be used in connection with FireEye Mobile Threat Prevention and/or FireEye Email Threat Prevention. FireEye Mobile Threat Prevention (“MTP”) and FireEye Email Threat Prevention (“ETP”) are separate Cloud Subscriptions and usage is conditional on what the Customer has indicated on an Order.

   “Customer Data” means data, information, applications, and any other items originated by Customer that Customer submits to the Cloud Subscription.
“Customer Representatives” means any employee or contractor of Customer or Mobile Device Manager to whom Customer provides access to the Cloud Subscriptions (or any component thereof, including Software) for use on behalf of and for the benefit of the Customer and for Customer’s internal business purposes, subject to all the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

“Licensed Device” means (i) with respect to MTP, the registered devices that Customer may have at any time that are registered to the Cloud Subscription; which maximum number shall be based on the subscription fees paid by Customer and identified on the relevant purchase order from Customer as approved and invoiced by FireEye; and (ii) with respect to ETP, the number of email inboxes Customer may have at any time that are registered to the Cloud Subscription; which maximum number shall be based on the subscription fees paid by Customer and identified on the relevant purchase order from Customer as approved and invoiced by FireEye. For the avoidance of doubt, with respect to MTP, “registered devices” are those devices which have loaded device Software and which have not been retired (meaning unregistered).

“Mobile Device Manager” shall mean a third party who has been engaged by the Customer to provide security services for Licensed Devices for the benefit of Customer. Where indicated as such, the Mobile Device Manager shall be a subset of the definition of the Customer Representatives solely as applicable to MTP.

“Software” means the object code version of FireEye’s proprietary computer programs delivered to Customer hereunder for use in connection with the Cloud Subscriptions, including collectively and individually the device-side software used on devices registered to the Cloud Subscription ("Device Software") and any connector software and/or any other server-side software (collectively the “Premise Software”), each which are delivered to Customer hereunder for use in connection with the Cloud Subscriptions, and any Documentation, backup copies and updates, upgrades, maintenance releases, bug fixes to any of the forgoing provided to Customer hereunder.

2. **Right of Access and Use.** During the Subscription Term, and subject to the terms of this Agreement, FireEye grants to Customer a non-exclusive right to (a) permit those Customer Representatives authorized by Customer to access and use the Cloud Subscriptions on Customer's behalf in compliance with the terms of this Agreement, and (b) to install, copy and use Premise Software in connection with Cloud Subscriptions in accordance with the Agreement and this Exhibit, but solely on systems and hardware owned or controlled or otherwise managed by Customer on behalf of and for the benefit of Customer, (c) to install, copy and use Device Software in connection with Cloud Subscriptions in accordance with the Documentation, but solely on devices used by Customer Representatives on behalf of and for the benefit of Customer. Notwithstanding anything else herein, the number of devices Customer and/or Customer Representatives may register to the Cloud Subscriptions may not exceed the number of Licensed Devices.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, if Customer is using the Cloud Subscriptions for evaluation purposes then such Customer usage is solely for internal testing and evaluation and the Subscription Term shall not exceed fifteen (15) days unless otherwise mutually agreed upon in a signed Evaluation License Agreement.

3. **Restrictions.** Except as otherwise expressly permitted under this Agreement, Customer agrees that it shall not, nor shall it permit any third party to, (a) use the Cloud Subscriptions (or any portion thereof) in excess of or beyond the Subscription Term, the Licensed Device quantity, and/or other restrictions/limitations described in this Agreement; use the Cloud Subscriptions to store or transmit infringing, libelous, or otherwise unlawful or tortious material, or to store or transmit material in violation of third-party privacy or other rights; (d) interfere with or disrupt the integrity or performance of the Cloud Subscriptions or third-party data contained therein; (e) use the Software on equipment or devices which are not specified in the Documentation; (f) Cloud Subscription specific to ETP Cloud Subscriptions, Customer shall route email through a commercially available secure email gateway for anti-spam scanning prior to relay through the FireEye network. No rights or licenses are granted other than as expressly and unambiguously set forth herein. Customer access and usage for the Cloud Subscriptions is limited to the MTP or ETP Subscription that has been paid or are being evaluated by the Customer.

4. **Updates, Malware Detection Content and Support Services.** Updates and malware detection content and/or support services are not necessarily provided with the Software or Subscriptions, and may require additional payment or include additional terms and conditions. However, to the extent that an update to the Software and/or malware detection content is provided, such update/content shall be deemed “Software” provided subject to this Agreement. If malware detection content/support services are provided, FireEye reserves the right to change the scope or duration of such services at anytime, and to access, freely use and distribute data collected from Customer.
through such services. If such services are made available, Customer may be required to pay fees or other charges for use or access to some or all such services, which fees and terms will be specified in the invoice or order form for such service.

5. **Device Count Increases; Reporting; Invoice.** If the number of devices that Customer or Customer Representatives have registered to the Cloud Subscription (“Actual Device Count”) exceeds Customer’s then current Licensed Device count or if Customer wishes to increase the Licensed Device count, then Customer shall notify FireEye (or the applicable FireEye Partner) and submit an Order for the incremental Subscription Fees due, and upon receipt of such Order, the Licensed Device count shall be amended to reflect this change. Upon written request, Customer will provide FireEye a report identifying (i) the Actual Devices; (ii) the copies of and location of the Premise Software maintained; and (iii) any other information reasonably requested by FireEye at the time as it relates to the use of the Cloud Subscription to determine compliance with the terms of this Agreement. FireEye and/or its Authorized Resellers may invoice Customer if it learns of any shortfalls, i.e. that the Licensed Device Count is below the Actual Device count. The fees charged to Customer for increases in License Device counts will be based on the then-current Subscription Term pricing.

6. **Cloud Subscription Availability**

6.1 FireEye shall undertake commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the Cloud Subscription availability for 99.9% of the time during each calendar month.

6.1.1 “Service Outage” is where the Customer is not receiving Cloud Subscription due to a failure or a disruption in the Cloud Subscriptions and is not the result of Scheduled Maintenance, Emergency Maintenance, a force majeure event or of the act or omission of Customer.

6.1.2 “Scheduled Maintenance Period” is the period during which weekly scheduled maintenance of the Cloud Subscriptions may be performed, or a maintenance window otherwise mutually agreed upon by FireEye and Customer.

6.1.3 "Emergency Maintenance" means any time outside of Scheduled Maintenance that FireEye is required to apply critical patches or fixes or undertake other urgent maintenance. If Emergency Maintenance is required, FireEye will contact Customer and provide the expected time frame of the Emergency Maintenance and availability of the Cloud Subscriptions during the Emergency Maintenance.

6.1.4 "System Availability" means the percentage of total time during which the Cloud Subscriptions shall be available to Customer, excluding the Scheduled Maintenance Period, Emergency Maintenance, force majeure events, or acts or omissions of the Customer that cause system downtime.

6.2 **Remedy**

6.2.1 In the event that the Cloud Subscription does not meet the monthly service availability defined in 6.1, FireEye will provide a credit to the Customer in accordance to the table below (“Credit”) for a validated SLA Claim (defined below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of System Availability per Calendar Month</th>
<th>Service Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.9%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;99.0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;98.0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2 For determining the Credit, the duration of a Service Outage will be measured as the time starting when there is a disruption in Cloud Subscription and ending when a successful solution or workaround allowing for full restoration of the Cloud Subscriptions is provided by FireEye to Customer. Customer must notify FireEye in writing of any Service Outage no later than fifteen (15) days after the date the Service Outage occurred (“SLA Claim”) to be entitled to a Credit for that Service Outage.

6.2.3 Any Credits earned by Customer hereunder will be applied to the Subscription Fees owed by Customer for the next Subscription Term for which the Credit applies. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription Term has terminated for non-renewal or for a material uncured breach by Customer, such credits shall become null and void. If Credits cannot be applied to future Subscription Fees because the Subscription...
Term has terminated due to a material uncured breach by FireEye, FireEye will promptly pay Customer the amount of the Credit.

6.2.4 Customer shall not be entitled to receive a Credit that exceeds 100% of its prorated monthly Subscription Fee for a Service Outage for the applicable calendar month.

EXHIBIT B-5

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR FIREEYE ADVANCED THREAT INTELLIGENCE PLUS (ATI+)

The following terms govern the Advanced Threat Intelligence Plus (ATI+) Subscription.

The ATI+ Subscription comprises two features: Continuous Monitoring (“CM” or “Continuous Monitoring”) and the FireEye Intelligence Center™ (FIC™) (“FIC”).

1. Continuous Monitoring

The Continuous Monitoring portion of the Subscription is purchased in connection with one or more FireEye Products, and includes the following during the Subscription Term for the specific Products for which Continuous Monitoring was purchased (some Products may not be eligible for CM):

(a) Critical Event Notification. For Customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, FX or EX Product, or the ETP Subscription, FireEye will provide Customer with proactive notifications of events FireEye determines to be critical that are logged by the Products (“Alerts”). FireEye will also provide Customer with access to a detailed description of the Alert. Alerts are not proof of vulnerability, threats or attacks on Customer.

(b) System Health Monitoring and Notification. For Customers who have purchased the FireEye NX, EX, AX or FX Product, FireEye will provide Customer with proactive notifications of serious system health issues related to the hardware for Products covered by Continuous Monitoring. Customers will also be provided with metrics on critical event notifications and, for purchased hardware, the status of monitored hardware parameters.

(c) Portal Access. Alerts and critical event notifications from Continuous Monitoring will be provided via an online portal, and FireEye will provide login credentials to the Customer to enable access to that portal.

(d) Continuity of Monitoring. The monitoring activities described in (a)-(c) above will be provided on a 24/7 basis.

(f) Reseller and Partner Purchases. If Customer receives the Subscription via a FireEye Partner, Customer agrees that the Subscription may be delivered to Customer through the Partner. Notwithstanding any other confidentiality obligations between the parties, Customer authorizes FireEye to disclose information related to the Subscription to the Partner.

(g) Exclusions. Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Agreement to the contrary, FireEye shall have no obligation or responsibility to provide the Subscription for (i) Products for which Customer does not have an active Subscription in place; (ii) Products that the Customer (or FireEye or another third party on Customer’s behalf) has configured with a one-way feed of FireEye’s Dynamic Threat Intelligence subscription; (iii) Products with an installed FireEye operating system less than version 6.2; (iv) Products that are end of life; (v) Products that have no active support service in place; (vi) Products for which software updates have not been applied; or (vii) Products that have not been installed and deployed.

2. FireEye Intelligence Center™ (FIC™), Community Threat Intelligence™ (CTI™)

FireEye will provide the FIC portion of the Subscription, which includes the Community Threat Intelligence (CTI) platform, during the Subscription Term, as set forth below:
2.1 Permitted Use; Reports. Customer may view and use FIC and content appearing on FIC ("FIC Content") solely for internal use. Some features of FIC may allow Customer to generate a report (each, a “FIC Report”). FIC Reports and FIC Content are FireEye Materials. Subject to Customer’s payment obligations, FireEye grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive right to produce FIC Reports and FIC Content using FIC, and reproduce and distribute those FIC Reports and FIC Content internally for Customer’s own business purposes.

2.2 Additional Use Limitations. Customer may appoint up to fifteen (15) users of FIC at any time. Each day, all users on Customer’s account may collectively make up to (i) one hundred (100) queries of IP addresses and domain names, and (ii) one hundred (100) queries of malware per day. Customer may request additional queries, to be evaluated by FireEye on a case by case basis.

2.3 User Content. “User Content” means any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and information that Customer or anyone using Customer’s account contributes to or through FIC including any contributions to or through the CTI platform. Customer hereby grants FireEye a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, paid-up, non-exclusive, license, including the right to sublicense to third parties, and right to reproduce, fix, adapt, modify, translate, reformat, create derivative works from, publish, distribute, sell, license, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, or provide access to electronically, broadcast, display, perform, and use and practice such User Content as well as all modified and derivative works thereof. Customer represents that Customer has all necessary rights to grant the license referenced in the preceding sentence. FireEye may use and disclose any of the information it collects about its customers’ use of FIC, including the CTI platform to the extent such information is de-identified.

2.4 Restrictions. Customer may not access FIC by any means other than through the interface that is provided or approved by FireEye. Customer will not collect any information from or through FIC using any automated means, including without limitation any script, spider, “screen scraping,” or “database scraping” application, and Customer will not damage, disable, overburden, or impair FIC or interfere with any other party’s use and enjoyment of FIC.

EXHIBIT B-6
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR FIREEYE INTELLIGENCE CENTER™ (FIC™) (INCLUDING COMMUNITY THREAT INTELLIGENCE™ (CTI™))
The following terms govern the FireEye Intelligence Center™ (FIC™) Subscription, which includes access to the Community Threat Intelligence™ (CTI™) platform.

1. During the Subscription Term, FireEye will provide access to the FireEye Intelligence Center (FIC), which includes the Community Threat Intelligence (CTI) platform, subject to the following:

i. Permitted Use; Reports. Customer may view and use FIC and content appearing on FIC (“FIC Content”) solely for internal use. Some features of FIC may allow Customer to generate a report (each, a “FIC Report”). FIC Reports and FIC Content are FireEye Materials. Subject to Customer’s payment obligations, FireEye grants to Customer a limited, non-exclusive right to produce FIC Reports and FIC Content using FIC, and reproduce and distribute those FIC Reports and FIC Content internally for Customer’s own business purposes.

ii. Additional Use Limitations. Customer may appoint up to fifteen (15) users of FIC at any time. Each day, all users on Customer’s account may collectively make up to (A) one hundred (100) queries of IP addresses and domain names, and (ii) one hundred (100) queries of malware per day. Customer may request additional queries, to be evaluated by FireEye on a case by case basis.

iii. User Content. “User Content” means any communications, images, sounds, and all the material and information that Customer or anyone using Customer’s account contributes to or through FIC including any contributions to or through the CTI platform (e.g., comments to FIC Content, suspected malware that Customer uploads to FIC). Customer hereby grants FireEye a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, paid-up, non-exclusive, license, including the right to sublicense to third parties, and right to reproduce, fix, adapt, modify, translate, reformat, create derivative works from, publish, distribute, sell, license, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, or provide access to electronically, broadcast, display, perform, and use and practice such User Content as well as all modified and derivative works thereof. Customer represents that Customer has all necessary rights to grant the license referenced
in the preceding sentence. FireEye may use and disclose any of the information it collects about its customers’ use of FIC, including the CTI platform, to the extent such information is de-identified.

iv. Restrictions. Customer may not access FIC by any means other than through the interface that is provided or approved by FireEye. Customer will not collect any information from or through FIC using any automated means, including without limitation any script, spider, “screen scraping,” or “database scraping” application, and Customer will not damage, disable, overburden, or impair FIC or interfere with any other party’s use and enjoyment of FIC.

EXHIBIT B-7
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS FOR iSIGHT THREATSCAPE®
The following terms govern the iSIGHT ThreatScape® Subscription (“ThreatScape” or “ThreatScape Subscription”). For purposes of this Exhibit, references to “iSIGHT” will be deemed references to FireEye, as defined in the Agreement. iSIGHT will provide the ThreatScape Subscription purchased by the Customer, as shown on the Order.

1. Definitions.
1.1 “Access Method(s)” or “Access Methods” means the ThreatScape MySIGHT Portal (“MySIGHT”), Software Development Kit (“SDK”), Application Programming Interface (“API”), Browser Plugin, ThreatScape App for Splunk, or any other method provided by iSIGHT for Customer to access the ThreatScape Subscription, individually or collectively. All Access Methods are FireEye Material as defined in the Agreement.
1.2 “Application” is a software program the Customer creates, or causes to have created on its behalf, that is designed to access the Content, which includes the features of the SDK/API but adds significant functionality beyond that provided by the SDK/API.
1.3 “Application Programming Interface” or “API” means the latest version of the ThreatScape Application Programming Interface software made generally available by iSIGHT, with its developer’s guide and other related material (available at http://www.isightpartners.com).
1.4 “Browser Plugin” means the iSIGHT Partners ThreatScape Browser Plugin which a Customer may install on Google Chrome and/or other commercially available and supported browsers that allows the Customer to access and view the Content when licensed to do so. The Browser Plugin displays the iSIGHT logo and links to MySIGHT. The Browser Plugin includes the latest version of the Browser Plugin software, its documentation and any html embedded code.
1.5 “Content” means the cyber threat intelligence data and any reports, threat indicators, trends, events, information, documentation or functionality provided in connection with the ThreatScape Subscription. All Content is FireEye Material as defined in the Agreement.
1.6 “End User” means the Customer or the Customer’s employees, as applicable.
1.7 “Software Development Kit” or “SDK” shall mean the latest publicly-available version of the ThreatScape Software Development Kit and any associated documentation, tools, libraries, technical notes, software code, or other materials.
1.8 “ThreatScape App for Splunk” means the application provided by iSIGHT, which a Customer may install on Splunk, that allows the Customer to access and view the Content in accordance with this Agreement. The ThreatScape App for Splunk includes the latest version of the ThreatScape App for Splunk software, its documentation and any html embedded code.
1.9 “ThreatScape Subscription” includes but is not limited to, ThreatScape Cyber Crime, ThreatScape Cyber Espionage, ThreatScape Critical Infrastructure, ThreatScape Enterprise, ThreatScape Hacktivism, ThreatScape Vulnerability and Exploitation, ThreatScape MySIGHT Portal, ThreatScape Global Response, ThreatScape Analyst Access, ThreatScape SDK, ThreatScape API, ThreatScape Research Reports, or the current offering(s) as listed on the iSIGHT website, and as purchased by the Customer as shown on the Order.

2. License; Access to ThreatScape Subscription and Content.
2.1. Grant of Limited License. During the Subscription Term, iSIGHT grants to Customer in strict accordance with the terms of this Agreement, a limited, worldwide, revocable, non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-assignable, non-sublicensable royalty-free right and license to:

(a) use MySIGHT, the ThreatScape Subscription, and any Content provided by iSIGHT for internal use only. The ThreatScape Subscription can be used by End Users who have a valid "need to know" within Customer’s organization, typically defined as a person or group that has a direct role in securing information system or networks. iSIGHT agrees to provide support for the ThreatScape Subscription in accordance with Section 3 below ("Subscription Support" or "Support").

(b) use the API to search, display, and otherwise access the Content. The API can be used to develop, display, or integrate applications, scripts, tools or workflows that interoperate with iSIGHT ThreatScape Subscriptions for the Customer’s internal use. iSIGHT agrees to provide Support for the latest version of the API in accordance with Section 3 below.

(c) download, install and use the Software Development Kit (“SDK”) to design, develop and test an Application(s), for the Customer’s internal use only, for the purpose of customizing access to the Content. The Customer may modify the source code versions of sample files, if any, included with the SDK for the purpose of creating Customer’s Application(s), and may make a reasonable number of copies of the SDK as necessary to develop Customer’s Application(s), provided that Customer must reproduce complete copies of the SDK, including without limitation all "read me" files, copyright notices, and other legal notices and terms. iSIGHT agrees to provide Support for the ThreatScape SDK in accordance with Section 3 below.

(d) use the Browser Plugin to search, display and otherwise access the Content for the Customer’s internal use only. Customer may install and use one copy of the Browser Plugin on a single computer per license. iSIGHT agrees to provide Support for the latest version of the Browser Plugin in accordance with Section 3 below.

(e) use the ThreatScape App for Splunk to search, display and otherwise access the Content for the Customer’s internal use only. Customer may install and use one copy of the ThreatScape App for Splunk on a single computer per license. iSIGHT agrees to provide Support for the latest version of the ThreatScape App for Splunk in accordance with Section 3 below.

2.2. Access Keys. Use of the Access Methods and access to the ThreatScape Subscription and the Content by Customer’s End Users is provided through access keys or login credentials. Access keys in association with the Access Methods and ThreatScape Subscription shall be kept in confidence by Customer and Customer’s End Users. Access keys will be issued to individual End Users by iSIGHT in accordance with each particular Access Method’s parameters and will not be shared between End Users. Customer may not establish group accounts. Any unauthorized disclosure or dissemination of access keys by Customer or End Users shall be deemed a material breach of this Agreement. Customer shall inform iSIGHT of any data breach concerning login credentials in a timely manner. iSIGHT reserves the right to change, suspend, remove, or disable Customer’s access keys to the Access Methods, ThreatScape Subscription, and Content upon notice if a material breach is suspected and not rectified upon notification.

2.3. Latest Version. The license granted to Customer under this Agreement is for the current version of the Access Methods. iSIGHT may release future versions of the Access Methods as determined in the sole discretion of iSIGHT. Nothing in this Agreement is a commitment to Customer of compatibility between the existing Access Methods and any future versions of the Access Methods. iSIGHT reserves the right to discontinue offering particular Access Methods (or any updates thereto) or to modify the Access Methods at any time in its sole discretion.

2.4. Multiple Copies. Customer may receive software for an Access Method in more than one medium and/or in multiple copies. The Customer’s license rights are in accordance with the Order regardless of the number of copies received.

2.5. Additional Licenses. Customer may purchase additional licenses for the Browser Plugin for its authorized End Users through the Chrome Web Store. Customer may purchase additional licenses for the ThreatScape App for Splunk for its authorized End Users through Splunk. Additional licenses for the Browser Plugin and ThreatScape App for Splunk may be purchased and will be valid for the current Subscription Term as provided in the Order.

2.6. Customer Application. The Customer may allow Customer’s employees to access and use the SDK/API on Customer’s behalf to design an Application. The Customer may not rent, lease, sell, transfer, sublicense or time-
share the Customer’s Application to any third-party without the express consent of iSIGHT. Customer shall retain all right, title or interest in the Application and as such, Customer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless iSIGHT for any claims of infringement made against iSIGHT in connection with any Application. The Customer’s Application(s) must perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and must ensure the security and confidentiality of iSIGHT’s Confidential Information. Customer assumes full responsibility for any breach of security caused by Customer’s Application(s) in connection with the Content, API, SDK, and specifically to any unauthorized disclosure of any FireEye Materials or FireEye Confidential Information.

2.7. Content Modifications. Customer may access the Content from the MySIGHT Portal, via email, SMS, HTML, API, any other Access Methods as officially distributed by iSIGHT or an iSIGHT sanctioned third-party integration. iSIGHT reserves the right to modify, amend, augment, reduce or alter the Content’s format, or Access Methods, or mode of retrieval of the Content, that in the sole judgment of iSIGHT is in its customers’ best interests. Customer will be entitled to retrieve the Content with any updates, modifications, additions or changes in the Content. These changes may require Customer to upgrade its systems, hardware or software and iSIGHT will not be responsible for the costs of any such changes.

2.8. Prohibited Usage. Customer must comply with any Intellectual Property rights asserted in any materials contained in the Content. The following conduct and usage restrictions apply during Customer’s download, installation, and use of the Content and/or Access Methods, and survive termination of the Agreement or Subscription Term. Customer and its authorized End Users may not:

a. rent, lease, lend, sell, redistribute or sublicense any part of the ThreatScape Subscription or Access Methods to any other party;

b. share the ThreatScape Subscription, Access Methods, Content or Confidential Information with any third-parties, except as expressly authorized in advance by this Agreement or by iSIGHT in writing;

c. use the ThreatScape Subscription or Access Methods in the operation of a service or in any way to provide services to any third-party;

d. create derivative works for external distribution or use based upon the Content;

e. create apps, extensions, or other products and services that use Content except as set forth herein;

f. display, post, frame, or scrape the Content, except as allowed under this Agreement;

g. use the Access Methods for any other purpose than to access the ThreatScape Subscription and the Content;

h. use the Access Methods for any illegal or unauthorized purpose to promote or provide instructional information about illegal activities or to promote stalking, physical harm or injury against any group or individual, or any use that violates the rights of privacy and publicity of others;

i. create, place, or disseminate any materials or other items that are inappropriate, defamatory, obscene, pornographic, harassing, threatening, abusive, hateful or otherwise offensive, or is unlawful (including any content that infringes any patent, trademark, service mark, copyright, trade secret or other proprietary right of any third-party without appropriate permissions);

j. transmit any viruses, worms, defects, Trojan horses, time-bombs, malware, spyware, or any other computer code of a destructive or interruptive nature in connection with use of the Access Methods;

k. use the Access Methods in connection with or to promote any products, services, or materials that constitute, promote or are used primarily for the purpose of dealing in spyware, adware, or other malicious programs or code, counterfeit goods, unsolicited mass distribution of email (“spam”), hacking, surveillance, interception, descrambling equipment, stolen products and items used for theft;

l. create any Application that exposes or provides functionality of the Access Methods to any third party;

m. interfere, restrict or inhibit any other customer from using the Access Methods or Content or disrupt any services offered by iSIGHT through any medium;
n. attempt to exceed or exceed the usage limits established by iSIGHT for the Customer (http://www.isightpartners.com/doc/sdk-bp-docs/#/rate_limiting).

2.9. Restrictions. iSIGHT expressly reserves the right to limit the number and/or frequency of requests for Content made through the Access Methods in its sole discretion in line with technical design and performance standards as documented in the publicly available developers guide. iSIGHT may limit the number of network calls that any Application may make via the Access Methods, the maximum file size, or the maximum amount of ThreatScape material that may be accessed. iSIGHT may change such usage limitations at any time and without notice. In addition to any other rights under this Agreement, iSIGHT may utilize technical measures to prevent over-usage or to stop usage of any Access Methods or any Application after any usage limitations are exceeded. The most current API/SDK documentation and developers guide can be found at http://www.isightpartners.com/doc/sdk-bp-docs/#/, and these documents detail the current rates and capabilities of the API.

2.10. Customer recognizes and agrees that certain information and data that will be provided by Customer to iSIGHT pursuant to the ThreatScape Subscription is not owned by Customer and is not Confidential Information of Customer. Malware submitted by Customer to iSIGHT for analysis under ThreatScape Global Response, and other information submitted by Customer to iSIGHT that is not unique to and/or developed by Customer (collectively “Submissions”) shall not be considered Confidential Information or Intellectual Property of the Customer. iSIGHT may use the Submissions, aggregate the Submissions with submissions from other iSIGHT customers as well as original research and analysis, and share that aggregated intelligence with Customer and with other iSIGHT customers to enhance the services iSIGHT provides to its customers. iSIGHT will anonymize all Submissions prior to distribution, and will not identify the source of any Submission without written permission in each case.

3. Service Levels.

3.1. Service Call and Subscription Support

iSIGHT maintains a service desk in order to assist its customers with issues, trouble or general questions concerning use of the iSIGHT ThreatScape Products. Customer may initiate a service call as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iSIGHT Service Desk (Primary, escalation and off-hours contact)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:servicedesk@isightpartners.com">servicedesk@isightpartners.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Desk Hours</td>
<td>24 x 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Call Response Time</td>
<td>4 hours for initial response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&quot;Response Time Standard&quot;)</td>
<td>(confirmation of receipt is immediate through an automated ticketing system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThreatScape API</td>
<td>General information regarding ThreatScape API which can be accessed at <a href="http://www.isightpartners.com/doc/api2.0/docs/#/">http://www.isightpartners.com/doc/api2.0/docs/#/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Other resources (all other Subscription Support issues) | Existing Clients – Contact your assigned client engagement manager at: client-engagement@isightpartners.com  
Prospective Clients – Contact your assigned Sales Engineer at: sales-engineering@isightpartners.com  
Partners, Resellers, Referrals – Contact partners program representative at:partners@isightpartners.com |

iSIGHT will catalog and evaluate all bugs or software issues as they are reported. Such issues will be prioritized based on variables such as customer impact, security impact, etc. and will be scheduled for release.
accordingly. When applicable, iSIGHT will notify Customer of urgent patches or bug fixes. Support Services do not include custom programming services, on-site support, or other services including installation of hardware or software, or training.

3.2. Maintenance and Updates
(a) When feasible and appropriate, iSIGHT will provide Customer prior notification about major releases at least two weeks in advance via communication from iSIGHT representatives.

(b) Scheduled system maintenance will be performed during the targeted times of 01:00 – 07:00 UTC on Thursdays and 12:00 – 19:00 UTC on Sundays. Prior notification will be provided in the event of any impact to customer facing applications.

(c) Emergency maintenance notifications will be provided by iSIGHT as early as possible but with a goal of six (6) hours’ prior notice provided. Further, iSIGHT will strive to minimize the impact of any maintenance on any critical system during standard business hours around the globe.

3.3. Subscription Availability
(a) The iSIGHT ThreatScape API will have at least 99% system uptime (“API Uptime Standard”).

(b) The iSIGHT MySIGHT Portal will have at least a 99% system uptime (“Portal Uptime Standard”).

(c) iSIGHT realizes that a failure to meet the Response Time Standard, API Uptime Standard and the Portal Uptime Standard (collectively, the “Service Level Standards”) could have an adverse impact to Customer. If iSIGHT fails to meet any of the Service Level Standards (“Service Level Failure”), iSIGHT will: (i) promptly investigate and report on the root cause of the problem; (ii) advise Customer of the remedial efforts being undertaken with respect to this failure to meet the Service Level Standards; (iii) use commercially reasonable efforts to correct the problem and begin meeting the Service Level Standards; and (iv) take appropriate preventative measures designed to ensure that the problem does not recur.

EXHIBIT C
FIREEYE SUPPORT SERVICES APPLICABLE FOR FIREEYE PRODUCTS
1. Support Purchased Separately from the Products. In the event Customer has purchased the Products and pass-through Support Services from FireEye through a FireEye authorized reseller (a “Reseller”), Customer will be entitled to all the rights herein set forth related to the level of Support Service requested and paid for by it, provided Customer: (a) is the original purchaser of the covered Products, (b) has provided true, accurate, current and complete information to FireEye included with its purchase; and (c) has maintained and updated this information to keep it true, accurate, current, and complete.

2. SUPPORT SERVICES PROVIDED BY FIREEYE.
FireEye offers a range of programs for the support of its Products as described below (“Support Programs”). Customer shall be entitled to receive the Support Services specified on the applicable support invoice and described below to the extent that Customer has paid in full the applicable Fees for Support Services.

2.1 Software Maintenance Services – include each of the following:
Software Updates. During the Support Term, FireEye shall provide Customer notification of bug fixes, maintenance patches and new releases which may contain minor enhancements to the features or functions of the Product (“Updates”). FireEye may designate a particular release of the Product as an Update at its sole discretion. Customer may obtain Updates either through delivery of a machine-readable copy pursuant to instructions contained in the document notifying Customer of an available Update or by downloading the Update
from FireEye’s server via the Internet. FireEye reserves the right to impose additional charges for releases of Products (i) that provide major enhancements to the features or functions of the Products, as determined by FireEye at its sole discretion; or, (ii) that provide additional features or perform additional functions not provided or performed by the Products.

Software Error Corrections. During the Support Term, FireEye shall use commercially reasonable efforts to correct any reproducible programming error in the software associated with the Product attributable to FireEye, employing a level of effort commensurate with the severity of the error, provided, however, that FireEye shall have no obligation to correct all errors in the Products. Upon identification of any programming error, Customer shall notify FireEye of such error in writing and shall provide FireEye with enough information to locate and reproduce the error. FireEye shall not be responsible for correcting any errors not attributable to FireEye. Errors attributable to FireEye shall be those that are reproducible by FireEye on unmodified Products. If it is found that a particular error is fixed in the most current Product release, then FireEye shall have no obligation to fix the error in any prior Product release and Customer will need to upgrade to the current Product release in order to obtain the fix.

2.2 Support Programs
(a) Platinum Support includes all of the services set forth above under Software Maintenance Service (section 2.1) and additionally:

- Email, Live Chat, Web or Telephone Support. During the Support Term, FireEye shall provide Customer technical email, live chat, web or telephone support for the Products twenty-four (24) hours per day, 365 days a year. FireEye’s support technician shall only be obligated to respond to Customer’s fifteen (15) designated contacts.

- FireEye shall use commercially reasonable efforts to respond to the request for support as detailed in the Initial Response Times table found at https://www.fireeye.com/support/programs.html regarding use or installation of the Product that is communicated to FireEye via one of the mechanisms above to the attention of FireEye’s support engineers.

- Product Return. During the term of this Agreement, Customer shall have the right to return to FireEye any defective Product subject to the limited warranty. Additionally, FireEye will fulfill the following Advance Return provisions below.

- Advance Replacement. Prior to any return as to which Advance Replacement applies, Customer shall verify that said Product is defective by logging a Support request via one of the mechanisms described above and in accordance with FireEye’s RMA procedures, including providing the part number, serial number, quantity and reason for return, an explanation of all failure symptoms and other relevant information. Upon confirmation by FireEye of a defect, Customer shall obtain from FireEye an RMA number. FireEye shall ship via a recognized express courier service a replacement Product to Customer to arrive no later than next business day after FireEye’s issuance of an RMA number, provided the RMA number was issued prior to the business day cutoff time local to the defective Product, provided the replacement does not require any custom pre-configuration, and provided no external-to-FireEye circumstances prevent the delivery. The replacement Product may be a new or reconditioned Product (of equivalent or better quality) at FireEye’s sole discretion. FireEye shall pay the shipping costs to ship the replacement Product to Customer, but Customer shall bear any and all risk of loss of or damage to said Product at all times after said Product is made available by FireEye to the common carrier. The support service will transfer from the defective Product to the replacement Product. Within five (5) business days after Customer receives the replacement Product from FireEye, Customer shall package said defective Product in its original packing material or equivalent, write the RMA number on the outside of the package and return said defective Product, at FireEye’s cost provided Customer utilizes FireEye’s designated courier service and properly packages the defective Product according to FireEye’s instructions, shipped properly insured, FOB FireEye’s designated facility (except that FireEye shall pay for shipping). Customer shall enclose with the returned Product the applicable RMA form, and any other documentation or information requested by FireEye customer support. Customer shall assume any and all risk of loss of or damage to such Product during shipping. Title to the defective Product shall pass to FireEye upon FireEye’s receipt thereof. When a replacement Product is provided and Customer fails to return the defective Product to FireEye within ten (10) business days after Customer receives the replacement Product from FireEye, FireEye may charge Customer, and Customer shall pay for the replacement Product at the then-current list price.

(b) Platinum Priority Plus Support includes all of the services set forth above under Platinum Support [section 2.2(a)] and additionally:

- Access to Support. Customer will be provided with direct priority access to Level 2 Advanced Engineering support who shall respond to Customer’s unlimited number of designated contacts. A Designated Support Engineer (DSE)
point of contact, who is available during Customer’s business hours (for single Customer site if Product(s) installed at multiple Customer sites), will be made available to be the focal point of contact within FireEye, to project manage Customer’s technical issues.

- **Onsite Support.** Onsite visits for problem assistance at DSE’s sole discretion.
- **Reporting.** FireEye will supply Customer with monthly reports detailing technical support provided during the previous month. Quarterly business reviews will also be conducted.

(c) **Government Support**, if available, includes all of the services set forth above under Platinum Support [section 2.2(a)] and additionally:
- Email, Live Chat, Web or Telephone Support. For the specified country, access to citizens of that country for the fulfillment of Level 1 and 2 technical support requests.

(d) **Government Priority Plus Support** includes all of the services set forth above under Government Support [section 2.2(c)] and additionally:
- Access to Support. Customer will be provided with direct priority access to Level 2 Advanced Engineering support who are citizens of that country and shall respond to Customer’s unlimited number of designated contacts. A Designated Support Engineer (DSE) point of contact who is a citizen of that country and available during Customer’s business hours (for single Customer site if Product(s) installed at multiple Customer sites), will be made available to be the focal point of contact within FireEye, to project manage Customer’s technical issues.
- Onsite Support. Onsite visits for problem assistance at DSE’s sole discretion.
- Reporting. FireEye will supply Customer with monthly reports detailing technical support provided during the previous month. Quarterly business reviews will also be scheduled.

(e) **Special Services.** FireEye agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to respond to any requests by Customer for support services not specifically provided for above. Customer acknowledges that all such services provided by FireEye shall be at FireEye’s discretion and then-current fees and policies.

3. **CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES.**

3.1 **Requesting Support Services.** When requesting Support Services from FireEye under this Agreement, Customer should have the following information available to provide to FireEye, if requested: (i) detailed problem description, including operating system (“OS”) version, Product model and serial number(s), of the affected Product, and a detailed description of the troubleshooting that has already been done to try to resolve the problem; (ii) detailed system log files; (iii) configuration and login details to allow FireEye access as needed to the Products via the Internet for the purpose of providing support services and permissions needed in order for FireEye to conduct such remote access; (iv) a detailed description of changes to the environment; and (v) Customer’s unique ID, Account ID, the serial number(s) of the Product(s) covered by this Agreement or other unique customer identifier as assigned to Customer by FireEye. Customer acknowledges and agrees that failure to have any or all information or access available as needed by FireEye in order to provide the Support Services may result in delays in FireEye’s response, may hinder FireEye’s ability to perform the Support Services and/or may cause incorrect Support Program fulfillment. FireEye will not be responsible for any such delays and inability to perform due to causes not due to FireEye.

3.2 **Customer Assistance.** Customer agrees to: (i) ensure that their site complies with any and all applicable FireEye published system environmental specifications; (ii) follow FireEye’s procedures when requesting Support Services; (iii) provide FireEye reasonable access to all necessary personnel to answer questions or resolve problems reported by Customer regarding the Products; (iv) promptly implement all Updates and error corrections provided by FireEye under this Agreement; (v) maintain FireEye supported versions of required third party software, if any; and (vi) notify FireEye promptly of any relocation of the Products from the location to which the Products were originally shipped. Customer agrees to use reasonable efforts to resolve internally any support questions prior to requesting Support Services pursuant to this Agreement. During the Support Term, FireEye may obtain information regarding Customer’s email communication and Customer agrees that, as a condition to FireEye’s provision of Support Services, FireEye may use statistical data generated regarding Customer’s email correspondence with customer support so long as the source or content of the emails is not being disclosed.

3.3 **Contact People.** Customer shall appoint the specified number of individuals (depending upon the Support Program purchased) within Customer's organization to serve as contacts between Customer and FireEye and to receive support through FireEye's telephone support center. Customer’s contacts shall have been adequately trained on the Products and shall have sufficient technical expertise, training and experience. All of Customer's support inquiries shall be initiated through these contacts.
4. **EXCLUSIONS.** Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Agreement to the contrary, FireEye shall have no obligation or responsibility to provide any Support Services relating to problems arising out of or related to (i) Customer's failure to implement all Updates to the Product which are made available to Customer under this Agreement; (ii) the failure to provide a suitable installation environment; (iii) any alteration, modification, enhancement or addition to the Products performed by parties other than FireEye; (iv) use of the Products in a manner, or for a purpose, for which they were not designed; (v) accident, abuse, neglect, unauthorized repair, inadequate maintenance or misuse of the Products; or relocation of the Products (including without limitation damage caused by use of other than FireEye shipping containers), (vi) operation of the Products outside of environmental specifications; (vii) interconnection of the Products with other products not supplied by FireEye; (viii) use of the Products on any systems other than the specified hardware platform for such Products; or (ix) introduction of data into any database used by the Products by any means other than the use of the software associated with the Products. Notwithstanding anything else contained in this Agreement to the contrary, FireEye will support all generally available (“GA”) versions of the FireEye OS, for a minimum of one (1) year from GA release date, regardless of the number of supported OS GA versions. FireEye will also support the two (2) most current OS GA versions, regardless of the elapsed time from GA release date. If available, and at FireEye’s sole discretion, support for any other OS versions or for other problems not covered under this Agreement may be obtained at FireEye's then-current fees and policies for such services. FireEye’s complete end of life policy can be found at [http://www.fireeye.com/support/supported-products.html](http://www.fireeye.com/support/supported-products.html)

5. **Lapsed Support and Upgraded Support.**

5.1 **Lapsed Support.** After any lapse of Support Services, the parties subsequently may elect to reinstate such Support Services for Products for which the Support Services lapsed pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement; provided, however, that (i) Customer agrees to pay for the period of time that has lapsed as well as any renewal term, and (ii) such Products must be in good working condition, as solely determined by FireEye or its designee.

5.2 **Support Program Upgrade.** At any time during the Term, Customer may upgrade to FireEye's next level of Support Program by (i) notifying FireEye of Customer's desire to upgrade; (ii) acknowledging in writing the then-current terms and conditions for the relevant Support Program; and (iii) paying FireEye the additional Support Fee owed in connection with such upgraded Support Program.